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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

Managing freeway congestion is a complex problem requiring an integrated approach,

which involves geometric improvements, demand-responsive control, advanced driver

information/ guidance, efficient incident management, planning of construction operations, etc.

The key element, however, in improving freeway operations and performing effective traffic

management is the ability to assess the effectiveness of the various alternatives prior to

implementation. To address the above problems, a personal computer-based, dynamic freeway

simulation software, called KRONOS, has been developed at the University of Minnesota. While

a prototype version of KRONOS has been completed, there still exist problems to be resolved

before it can be fully operational in an integrated traffic management environment. These

problems are substantially less severe than other packages but they still include impediments to

their wide spread use. One such difficulty is the time to prepare the input data for simulation, i.e.,

to gather and analyze the raw data, and prepare an input file. Further, the current manual

procedure to calibrate the simulation parameters is discouraging to traffic engineers and

substantially reduces the time that might otherwise to be directed to analyze the results.

The above problems can be attributed at least in part to the fact that there is practically no

integration between simulation and database management. Combining simulation and traffic

database, and thus, the ability to generate an input file for simulation directly from the database, is

essential for developing an integrated environment for traffic management, planning, operations

and design. Further, the current time-consuming manual procedure for parameter calibration can

be more efficiently automated under the integrated environment. Development of an integrated

simulation /database management package with improved traffic flow models is one of the key

elements in improving traffic operations in freeways.
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1.2 Research objectives

The main objective of this research is to develop a prototype version of an integrated

simulation/database package. The specific objectives include:

1) Development of a framework for an integrated simulation/database package,

2) Development of a prototype version of a graphical freeway traffic database management

system,

3) Enhancement of freeway traffic flow models for various geometric types,

4) Preliminary study to develop an optimal calibration procedure for simulation parameters.

1.3 Report organization

Chapter II develops a framework for an integrated environment combining traffic

simulation and database management. Following that framework, a prototype version of a

graphical freeway traffic database is also developed in Chapter II. Chapter III includes the

enhancements of freeway traffic flow models used in simulation. A preliminary study to develop

an optimal calibration procedure for the simulation parameters is described in Chapter IV.

Finally, Chapter V includes conclusions and future research needs.



II. DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED SIMULATION/DATABASE FRAMEWORK

AND PROTOTYPE COMPUTER PACKAGE

IL1 Introduction

Computer simulation and analysis of historical traffic data is required for traffic

management, planning, design, construction, and maintenance operations. Currently, freeway

traffic data is not easily accessible to traffic engineers. Traffic related data exist in various types

of storage locations and format. It is difficult and time consuming to gather and process data

stored in different formats and locations. This chapter develops a framework for an integrated

environment where traffic simulation and database management can be combined. Further, a

protoytpe version of a graphical freeway database management system is also developed to

demonstrate the feasibility of such an integrated environment. In this environment, the data

needed for simulation can be directly loaded to the simulation module from a traffic database and

therefore substantially reduce the time required to prepare input data for simulation. Further, the

integrated system can also be used to manage historical traffic data and generate various statistics

such as average, maximum/mimimim flow on a given time-basis, e.g., hourly, daily, weekly and

monthly etc. By developing an efficient and user friendly graphical traffic database, and by

integrating database with simulation program, the resulting package can significantly reduce the

time required for preparing data for simulation. Also, the graphical user interface of the integrated

package enables traffic engineers to access various forms of data efficiently without having to

master any database query language. Users can easily retrieve freeway geometric and traffic data

by pointing and clicking on freeway map displayed on the screen, browse through the database,

and derive the desired statistical information. The rest of this chapter summarizes the framework

of the integrated environment and the development of a prototype graphical traffic database.

11.2 Development of a framework for an integrated simulation/database environment

II.2.1 Identification of functional requirments

After exchanging information with potential users and engineers in the Minnesota

Department of Transportation, the user requirements for the integrated pakage including

simulation and database management were defined. They are summarized as below:



.Ability to display detailed digital freeway map on screen

.Geometrical details and other traffic information can be located from the map

.Provide a interface to a freeway traffic simulation program - KRONOS

.Ability to handle large amount of traffic data (Detector reading).

.Provide various statistics of data

.Ability to plot patterns of traffic data

.Ability to generate contour from historical traffic data and simulation results.

11.2.2 Development of the framework

Based on the functional requirements identified above, a framework for the integrated

package is developed. Figure 2-1 shows the framework of the integrated environment, where

traffic simulation and database management can be combined for integrated traffic management.

The system consists of six major components:

i). Freeway Traffic Database : Stores freeway geometric and other traffic information.

ii). Data Converter : Imports and exports existing data into database.

iii). Simulation Program Interface : Interface to a simulation program - KRONOS.

iv). Data Manipulation Module : Enables user to perform data analysis.

v). Graphical User Interface : Provides a interactive graphical interface to user.

vi). Display Module : Provide graphical display for 2-D/3-D and contour plotting.

Traffic related data is stored in the freeway traffic database. The data converter serves as a

tool for user to import large quantities of electronic data such as that collected from detectors and

read into the database. The user can interact with the database and simulation software through an

interactive graphical user interface. For example, the user is able to export data from the database

using the simulation program interface and import it into KRONOS, run a simulation, and display

the resulting simulation output data using the display module. Finally, a library of data

manipulation routines allows the user to extract various statistics from the historical data sets

without knowing any database query language.
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Figure 2-1. Framework of integrated simulation/database environment
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II.2.3 Conceptual design of graphical freeway traffic database system (FWTDMS)

II.2.3.1 Identification of available traffic data

Traffic engineers require data such as traffic demand, incident history, and freeway

geometries for traffic planning, design, construction and maintenance operations. Therefore, one

of the major tasks for the database development is to identify useful traffic related data that are

available and find a data model to represent the available data so that a relational database

management system can be applied. The traffic related data currently available can be divided into

two major parts (Refer to figure 2-2).

i). Freeway networking and geometric information : This set of data includes freeway

networking information (I35W, 194, 494..., etc.), their junctions and information for each freeway

section. The property of this type of data is that it is relatively static. That means that changes to

the information stored in the database are rare. This type of data can be entered, referenced and

modified by users. To maintain the integrity of the data in the database, only users with write

permission are allowed to entered new data and modified existing data of this set. All users are

allowed to reference data either using provided function of the FWTDMS or functions developed

by an application programmer who has the knowledge of database structure and language.

Freeway networking and geometric information are required by traffic simulation program,

freeway planning and maintenance operations.

ii). Detector reading and others Detector readings include flow, occupancy, speed and

detector condition for every detector in each detector station of freeway. Other information such

as: incident logs, weather condition, maintenance and construction information can also be useful

for traffic engineers to determine and evaluate control strategies, schedule freeway maintenance

operations. This information is grouped together because all the data share the same feature, the

quantity increases through time and remains static in the database. Based on our estimate, about

90 % of the data, mostly from the detectors on the freeways, falls into this group. A rough

estimate shows that for readings of 10 years of 1000 detectors, including 30 second and 5-minute

data, it takes about 220 GB of storage space.
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ii. Detector Reading
.flow, occupancy,spee<
.detector condition

Incident Logs
Weather Condition
Special Events

Figure 2-2. Available freeway Traffic data

11.2.3.2 Software and Hardware Environments

A major concern in developing a prototype of the FWTDMS is availability of both

computer hardware and software. The hardware configuration selected for this project are IBM

PS2 and PC compatible (486 machine) which are available both at the University and the

Minnesota Department of Transportation (MNDOT). Portability was another issue for selecting

software packages. The prototype developed on PC should be able to be ported to a mainframe or

workstation without a major effort of conversion.

Hardware environment:

.IBM PC or PC compatible. (at least a 386 with math-coprocessor or 486)

.8 MB of RAM (Random Access Memory) is required.

.14" Super VGA monitor with 1024 x 768 pixels of resolution. (1 MB Graphic Card)

.Hard Disk with Minimum of 400 MB storage space.

Software environment:

i). A Database Management System : ORACLE 6.0 was recommended and provided to

the University by the Mn/DOT as the database management software. ORACLE is

capable of handling a large amount of data with built in SQL query functions. A

mainframe version of ORACLE is also available so that it is possible to expand the

prototype to a fully functioned mainframe version in the future.

i. Freeway Geometries
.Freeway Network
.Freeway Segments
.Segment Details:

Length, Maximum flow
Lane number, ID,

Number of station and
station location
Ramp information and
freeway junction

.Detectors



ii). A CAD (Computer Aided Design) or GIS (Graphical Information System) The

software suggested by the MNDOT is Intergraph's MicroStationPC, which is a CAD

package currently being used in MNDOT and supports ORACLE. It can be used to

display digital freeway map and perform various of plotting functions. It is capable to

connect to the database management system selected (ORACLE 6.0) and available to

both MNDOT and the University.

iii). Simulation module: KRONOS V7.0 is selected because of its availability and intimate

knowledge.

II.3 Development of the prototype version of FWTDMS

Development of traffic database is based on the user requirements, traffic related data,

hardware and software configuration specified in section 11.2. The development process can be

divided into three steps:

i). Data Representation

ii). Conceptual Database Design

iii). Implementation of Database

II.3.1 Data representation

To provide support for the simulation program and data analysis, the database contains

traffic information specified in section 11.2.3. Traffic data can be arranged in a hierarchical

structure for the database. (figure 2-3)

Hierarchical structure of data

Figure 2-3 shows the hierarchical structure of freeway traffic data. The freeway network

(Figure 2-4) is divided into different freeway. Each freeway is further divided into segments

(KRONOS style of segmentation is selected - refer to Figure 2-5). Each segment of freeway holds

the geometric information of that section of the freeway such as number of lanes, capacity and

length. Other information such as ramps and freeway junctions are all associated to segments. A

segment may contain from zero to M number of detector stations and each station contains one or

more detectors. Each detector may have readings of volume and occupancy (speed data is not

currently available) for several months or years depending on the size of hardware storage device.
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Figure 2-3. Hierarchy structure of freeway data
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Freeway Network

The top level of the hierarchy structure of freeway geometric data is the freeway network

(Figure 2-4). It is a group of data containing information of traffic network such as name of the

freeway, direction of flow, starting and ending segments of the freeway. From this group of data,

the user can obtain the information of which freeways are included in the database and their

geographic location.

SNorth

-- I-94WB

SI35WNB

I-94EB

I-35WSB

Figure 2-4. Example of Freeway Network

Segmentation of Freeway

Freeways have to be segmented before their information can be loaded into database.

Segmentation is the division of a freeway section from the map into smaller segments (shown in

figure 2-5) based on the freeway geometries. A segmented freeway is shown in figure 2-6.



Pipe Line

Lane Drop

Lane Add

Merging/-

Merging with

/Ac. Lane/

Diverging

Diverging with

\Dec. Lane
\

Weaving

Figure 5-5. Some Examples of Freeway Segments

A 7Z~NK~ ___

Figure 2-6. A Segmented Freeway

Freeway Junctions

A freeway junction is where two freeways merge together or diverge. Connections of two

freeways through exit or entrance ramps are also considered as freeway junction (Ramp is also

used in this case). Several examples of freeway junctions are shown in figure 2-7.

11
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Freeway A

Freeway Diverging
Freeway B

Freeway A

SFreeway Merging

Freeway B

Freeway A

Freeway Merging
Freeway B

Freeway connection through
ramps.

Freeway Diverging,
Freeway B

Figure 2-7. Examples of freeway junctions.

Ramp Data

This group of data includes ramp information about merging, diverging, weaving segments

and freeway junctions (Refer to figure 2-5, 2-7). Geometric data such as type of ramp (Entrance,

exit and weaving), length, and maximum flow of ramps are included. Other information such as

detectors and control policy of the ramp can be related to this group.

Detector Data

Detectors can be classified into two major groups, ramp detectors and freeway mainline

detectors (Figure 2-8). Freeway mainline detectors are made up of a detector station. Each station
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contains several detectors and they can be related to a freeway segment Ramp detectors are

placed on entrance and exit ramps of the freeway.

E
E

RAMP

Mainline Detector Station

-- O

K Merge Detector Merging Segment
Check out Detector

Check in Detector

Surface Street

Figure 2-8. Example of detectors

Detector Reading

Reading of mainline detectors and ramp detectors include time of recording, volume of

traffic flow, occupancy, detector condition at the time of recording and speed of traffic (optional).

Control Policy

This group of data contains the metering rate used for entrance ramps and the capacity

restriction used for exit ramps.

Others

Other traffic related information such as the incident detail recorded in incident log,

holiday, special events, and weather condition may be collected. This group of data can be used to

analyze the traffic flow relationship with various conditions such as rain, snow and incidents.
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11.3.2 Conceptual Design of Database (Logical database design)

The conceptual level of database design is to build a relational model of traffic data which

can be used for analyzing multiple sources of traffic information. A relational database enables

users to analyze, compare and contrast a variety of traffic data, for example volume/occupancy in

relation to weather conditions. The full power of SQL (Structural Query Language) can be

applied to derive statistics such as average flow, minimum flow, maximum flow, volume and

occupancy for any specified freeway section and time period.

Tools for Logical Database Design

In order to conserve valuable time implementing the physical system of the DBMS during

the design phase, and to logically analyze the relationships of various traffic data before including

them in the database, a Logical Data Structure (LDS) [LDS] is used to describe the design of data

model. The data model is independent to any DBMS software (Eg. ORACLE, DB) and therefore

can be used on any relational database management system (RDBMS) later.

An attribute can be any data or can be identifier of an entity (Private key of ORACLE

DBMS).

A relationship is used to connect entities or tables (Foreign key of ORACLE DBMS).

There are three types of relationship used in the construction of the LDS of the FWTDMS

database:

* One to one (1-1) : There is a one to one relationship between entities.

* One to M (1-M) : There is a one to many relationship between entities. (where M is an

integer greater than 1)

* One to M with identifier (1-M with identifier) There is a one to many relationship between

entities and the relationship is used as an identifier too.

segments. Each segment has its own name, segment type, maximum flow and may have stations,

ramps, incidents, construction and other information by following relations with other entities. A

segment can also be connect to another freeway through the FW_Junction entity.

An LDS is a graphical means of naming and depicting the types of data stored by a

database management system [LDS]. It is formed by entity, attribute and relationship (Refer to

symbol table of LDS shown in figure 2-9).
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Figure 2-9. Symbol table of LDS

Symbol table of Logical Data Structure (LDS)

Entity and Entity Name

Attribute and Key Attribute Freeway Segment
(With underline is identifier
of an Entity. An entity can Segment Id
have more than one Key) segment type

Relationship 1

S1-M

C- 1-M with
identifier
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An entity is a class of data that can be grouped together and mapped to a table structure in

ORACLE DBMS. Each entity has a name (table name of ORACLE DBMS) and some number of

attributes (Column of ORACLE DBMS).

LDS of the FWTDMS Database

The LDS of the database is shown in figure 2-10. Traffic data are represented by entities,

attributes and relationships as shown is the diagram. The FW_Netwk entity contains information

about available freeways in the database and each freeway is constructed with a serious of

The freeway geometric models in the tables of FW_seg, FWjunction, and Ramp are

relatively static and increase in size as the freeway network covered by the system is enlarged.

The detector readings tables takes up the bulk of the storage capacity for the database. The

elements in the map of freeway network are linked to FW_seg via the MicrostationPC catalog

table.

11.3.3 Implementation

The LDS data model described in section 11.3.2 is implemented into the form of ORACLE

tables (Appendix B). Integrity constraints have been applied to columns of each table. (Attributes

of LDS) Some data normalization has been done to reduce redundancy of data and enforce the

integrity constraints.

11.4 Traffic Data Manipulation module

The traffic data manipulation module is designed and developed to provide an easy access

to the database for users. This module provides a interface to users to retrieve various historical

data and statistic from the database.

11.4.1 Problems and Applications

To access data stored in the database, users need to have knowledge about database

structure and database query language. To help users without this knowledge, the data

manipulation module provides a menu and a dialog interface to query the database for statistical

information such as: average flow, minimum flow, and maximum flow for a specified time period
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Figure 2-10. Logical Design of FWTDMS Database (detailed description of each
attribute can be found in Appendix B)
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(hourly, daily, weekly, ... etc.); the weather and traffic flow relationship (ie. how snow and rain

affects traffic flow). This information can be displayed using the plotting module of the system.

Clicking on the plot button automatically performs the query and imports the information into the

plotting module where the engineer can selectively display it as a 2-D, 3-D graph or contour plot.

Alternatively the information can be displayed as a report in tabular format or it can be exported

to any spreadsheet program such as Lotus-123.

11.4.2 Functionality

The data manipulation module allows users with little knowledge of SQL database

language to access and analyze traffic data stored in the database by choosing options provided in

the graphical user interface. The program is able to construct various SQL database queries based

on query options selected by users and the program can arrange query results returned from the

database in certain format. The major functionality of the data manipulation module is described

below:

i). Statistical Options : The user can select statistical options such as :

a). Type of detector reading : Daily, weekday, average daily, average weekday,

average weekly, average monthly, total daily, total weekday, total monthly ...

b). Top N number of detector reading : N number of Maximum or Minimum

reading. Where N is an integer greater than 0.

c). Sorting method of query output : Sort output in the order of time, volume,

occupancy, time and volume, or time and occupancy.

d). Any combination of options above.

ii). Reading Options : The user can select reading options such as

a). Time : The date, weekday, and the starting time when detector reading was

taken.

c). Location : Detector number of the detector and name of the station where the

reading was taken.
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d). Reading : Reading of detectors include volume, speed, occupancy and detector

condition.

e). Statistical results : Variance and standard deviation of detector readings (if

statistical option of average reading is selected by user).

iii). Select Location : The user can select any detector or detector station from any freeway

stored in the database for various of detector readings.

A detector can be located by entering the name of freeway, name of detector station, or

detector number. The user can also select a section of freeway from the freeway map and display

all the detector stations along the selected section.

Data of detector readings can be selected by type of readings such as:

a). Single detector of any detector station

b). All of the detectors in single detector station

c). Sum of detectors in single station

d). Detectors fi-om a list of stations along a selected freeway section

e). Sum of detectors for each detector station in a list of stations

iv). Select Time Period : Select a range of time period for detector reading by specifying starting

time and ending time (eg. From any <year - month - date - hour - minute> to any other <year -

month - date - hour - minute>). The time is represented in 24 hour format (eg. 13.30 means 1:30

PM). User can also select the interval of each reading such as:

a). 5 minutes : for 5 minutes recorded or averaged detector readings.

b). 10 minutes : 10 minutes accumulated or averaged detector readings.

c). 15 minutes : similar to b.

d). 30 minutes : half hour rate of accumulated or averaged value.

e). 1 hour : hourly rate of accumulated or averaged value.

f). Any time period specified by user.
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v). Weekday Options : The user can select any reading option during any time period of a given

weekday. For example, the average hourly volume value for a detector for all the Mondays from

March 91 to March 92. Or the user can analyze average weekday volume of:

a). Any Weekday : Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursdays, Friday ...

b). Weekend: Saturday and Sunday.

c). Weekdays: Weekend is not included.

vi). Other Conditions : Other conditions such as special events, incidents, snow, rain can be also

related to the value selected. For example, the user can construct a query to ask for the daily

detector readings for detector 331 from March 91 to June 91 if there is any special event for any

day during that period.

11.5 Development of an integrated graphical user interface

The prototype of the graphical user interface is designed and is implemented using

MicroStationPC's MDL development language [MDL]. which is a high level language for building

graphical dialogs, accessing the ORACLE database and drawing graphical objects. The graphical

user interface of FWTDMS systems is implemented as a hierarchy of dialogs (Refer to figure

2-11). The FWTDMS Dialog is the top level dialog for using the application. This allows

engineers to set the simulation package to be used and connect to the Oracle Database. The

database option provides a way of connecting to databases (Ultimately more that one database

might be used). Another option provides for selecting the particular map of the freeway to be

connected to. The Second level of dialogs of the system includes data manipulation dialog,

simulation dialog and display output dialog.

11.5.1 Overview of Graphical User Interface

Implementation of the graphical user interface includes the designing layouts of menus and

dialog boxes, construction of the hierarchy structure of menus and dialog boxes, developing of

database applications, developing ofKRONOS interface and finally linking of all applications with

various dialog boxes and menus. The Interface allows the user to choose options, select data from

database, and run predefined applications such as KRONOS through interacting with various

dialog boxes and a freeway map.
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Figure 2-11. Hierarchy structure of the FWTDMS dialogs

C~I_
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Freeway Map

The freeway map used is constructed by superimposing MicroStationPC MDL multi-line

elements over a digital map obtained from MNDOT. The level of detail of the freeway map is

sufficient to map into the information contained in the database. The freeway elements also

represent the geometries available in KRONOS, as specified in the database design. The freeway

section can be scrolled and zoomed in and out to show various levels of detail. Users can control

the views of the freeway network using the standard MDL interface tools.

Design elements in the map design are linked to rows in the freeway section using the

MicroStationPC database connection tools. Links are established by hand for each freeway

segment. The existing MicroStationPC database connection tools can be used by users to quickly

browse through freeway segment records in the database. Additionally users can query the

database for a selected active entity directly from the MicroStationPC command line. Currently,

the linking of design file elements in MicroStationPC with FWSegment table in the database is

performed by hand using the MicroStationPC database tools. In the future, the process of linking

freeway segments with database tables can be somewhat automated.

Basic Components of Dialog

The user of the FWTDMS prototype interacts with the system through a set of

hierarchical MicroStationPC dialog boxes. Each dialog box is designed to have several

components for different functions. The basic components of the dialogs used in the FWTDMS

prototype are listed in table 2-1 and their appearances can be found in figure 2-12.
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Name Type Description

Menu Menu bar Select menu options, set the value of option

variable or start an an application.

Option Button Button Select option and set the value of the option

variable assigned to the button.

Push Button Button Start an predefined application or start an program

action that is linked to the buton.

Toggle Button Button Set on/off value of the option variable assigned to

the button or start an application.

List Box Box of items List a set of items (text string) such as file names in

one directory and allow user to pick any item by

using mouse pointer.

Scroll Bar Bar Select a value for a variable assigned to the scroll

bar from a predefined range associated to the scroll

bar.

Text Box Require user to enter or modify a text string and the

program will update the value of a string variable

assigned to the text box.

Dialog box Box Contain various of components such as buttons, list

box, text box, menu bar and scroll bar.

Table 2-1. Basic Components of the FWTDMS Dialogs.



Help

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Action 4

Action 5

Quit

Push button

4. Puch button

3. Option button

Text by user

6. Text Box

5. List Box

7. Scroll Bar

Figure 2-12. Basic Components of the FWTDMS Dialogs.
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Menu

2. Toggle Button

1. MENU

1
2 1

3

4

Text Box:

File

Filel

File2

File3

File4

Options
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Dialogs of the FWTDMS graphical interface

A summary of dialog boxes of the FWTDMS prototype is listed in table 2-2. Each dialog

is shown with a functional description and the numbers of its parent and child dialogs (which

indicate its position in the hierarchy). The MicroStationPC MDL language provides a way for

programmer to specify layout and detail of dialog boxes. Also, MDL programs have been written

to link dialog boxes with each other and with various applications.

# Dialog Name Parent Child Functional Description

1 FWTDMS (Main) 2,6,10 Main Dialog of the interface.

2 Data Manipulation 1 3,4,5 Data selection and Data Analysis.

3 Query Option Selected 2 Show options of query selected by user.

4 Selected Station 2,9 Select detector stations or detectors from a

freeway section given by user.

5 Select Freeway Section 2,9 Allow user to pick a freeway section from

the freeway map by using mouse pointer.

6 Simulate Kronos 1 7,8,9 The main Interface to Kronos. (main

Kronos dialog)

7 Simulation Parameters 6 Get simulation parameter of Kronos.

8 Kronos Output Options 6 Get option options for Kronos.

9 Kronos Geometric 6 4,5 Get freeway geometric details for Kronos.

10 Display/Plot Output 1,2 Set Plotting option and display output.

(2D,3D and Contour plots)

Table 2-2. Dialogs of the FWTDMS graphical interface.
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Linkage of Dialogs

The dialogs of the FWTDMS are designed in hierarchy structures and each one can be

activated by higher level dialogs (Figure 2-13). Although each dialog can be interacted

independently, closing of the parent dialog may cause closing of child dialogs as well.

Kronos Freeway Select Freeway

Geometric Dialog 
s ec log
Dialog

Figure 2-13. Linkage of Dialogs

~----------------------
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FWTDMS Main Dialog

The main dialog of the FWTDMS prototype is shown in figure 2-14. The functions of this

dialog include :

i). Connection to or disconnection from the database (ORACLE RDBMS) : To start the data

manipulation dialog, the FWTDMS database has to be connected. Some other applications may

require the system to be disconnected from the database.

ii). Select Simulation Program : To start the traffic simulation dialog, a simulation program must

be selected first. So that simulation options can be set and a simulation program selected.

iii). Start Data Manipulation : Activates data manipulation dialog box to access and analyze

traffic data stored in the database (Refer to section 2.5.2).

Connect or disconnect to
Database

Select Simulation Program
Options

Start Data Manipulation
Dialog Box

Start Simulate Kronos
/ Dialog Box

Start Display/Output
Dialog Box

Figure 2-14. FWTDMS main Dialog

iv). Start Traffic Simulation : Activates traffic Simulation dialog box to enter traffic information

required by simulation program selected (Refer to section 2.5.3)

v). Start Display / Output : Activates display output dialog box to display various plotting

(Refer to section 2.5.4).

F.W.T.D.M.S. H

Statis

Connect Database

Simulation Program J

- Options

Data Manipulation

Traffic Simulation

Display / Output

/

/
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II.5.2 Interface to the database

The database can be accessed through SQL*PLUS [SQL*PLUS] query language

provided with ORACLE DBMS or through PRO*C [PRO*C] language (C language provided

with ORACLE). The user with knowledge of these database languages can develop their own

database applications that are not included in the FWTDMS. For user without knowledge the

database languages, the FWTDMS provides a simple interface to the database implemented using

SQL query language and PRO*C.

The interface can be divided into two major parts: (Figure 2-15)

i). Data Loading : A program has been developed using PRO*C to convert TMC detector data

into ORACLE database format. This program can be started in a batch file to load days or even

months of data to the database.

ii). Query Interface : Programs are developed using SQL query language and MDL language of

MicroStationPC to perform various predefined query operations. These programs serve as a link

between the graphical user interface and the ORACLE database. The data manipulation module

(Section 2.3) and the interface to KRONOS (section 2.4.3) use this interface to store and retrieve

data from the database.

[TMCDetector DATA Data Loading
files Program dn - ORACLE DBMS

Figure 2-15. Interface to database.
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H.5.2 User Interface of the Data Manipulation module

The data manipulation dialog (figure 2-16) is designed ad the interface of the data

manipulation module desribed in section 2.4. For users who have the knowledge of database

language, SQL in this case, a SQL window is provided by the dialog. So that user can construct

his/her own data queries. The major functionality of the data manipulation dialog is described as

below:

i). Statistical Options : Allow user to select statistical options such as type of detector reading,

top N number of detector reading, sorting method of query output, or any combinations (Section

2.4.2).

ii). Reading Options : Allow user to select reading options for time, location, detector reading,

and statistical results (Section 2.4.2).

iii). Select Location : Allow user to select any detector or detector station from any freeway

(Section 2.4.2).

iv). Select Time Period : Allow user to select a range of time period for detector reading.

(Section 2.4.2).

v). Weekday Options : Allow user to select any reading option during any time period of a given

weekday (Section 2.4.2).

vi). Other Conditions : Allow user to select reading under conditions such as special events,

incidents, snow, and rain.

vii). Actions : Allow user to include start query and plot query result. User can select to :

a). Save query result in a text file : The query result is stored in a text file and can be used for

various plotting using plotting functions of the FWTDMS later, or the result can be displayed on a

scrollable window. The text file can also be imported to spreadsheet software such as Lotus-123

for further analysis.

b). Display in a SQL window : A SQL window provided by the FWTDMS can display query

results one by one. The user with knowledge of SQL language can also modify the query

constructed by the program through the SQL window.

c). Display in a DOS window : A DOS window is faster in display and it is a better choice for

showing short query output.
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Figure 2-16. Data manipulation dialog.
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Select Freeway Section Dialog

The select freeway section dialog (Figure 2-17) can be started from data manipulation

dialog or the KRONOS freeway geometric detail dialog (Section 2.5.3).

The major functionalities of this dialog are listed below:

i). Select from map : User can select a section of freeway from the freeway map and the program

retrieves geometric information such as segment type, length of freeway segment, number of lanes

and detector station information from the database for each segment along the freeway section

selected.

Freeway
identified
by name
and flow
direction

Station
selected if
singie
requi

Select Freeway Sections

Station
20N
26N
28N
31N0% 1-V

L1IF
- Freeway Section/Stations

t Freeway Name: 35W |
Flow Direction : N :

, Current Station :1 38N
From: 62wb sm

STo : last

- Action

From[

Total

To

From
to where ofthe freeway Return with Locate stations withoutthe freeway Ru w o selectionsegments selection on map selection

Stations selected Show details of segments
%P^1-^4.E G-/

Figure 2-17. Select Freeway Section Dialog

ii). Select from freeway name : User can specify a section of freeway by indicating the name and

direction of the freeway. The starting and ending of the section can be defined by the detector

station names associated with the beginning and ending segments. Freeway geometric information

can also be retrieved from the database for selected segments.

iii). Locate freeway : User can locate a freeway section from the map by providing station name

of the section.

I I

I I mI
--

I

II

~c~--------------------------------

,P*PIPVTP(-l

I -
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11.5.3 Interface to Simulation module (KRONOS)

The Simulation program interface of the FWTDMS currently includes the following

dialogs which have the functionality of the existing KRONOS user interface, with the principle

enhancement that users can easily select existing freeway segments and geometries from the map

and database for simulations:

i). Simulation Parameters Dialog : for simulation parameters.

ii). Freeway Geometric Dialog : obtain freeway geometric from freeway map and

database.

iii). Demand Pattern : Load demand pattern from database.

iv). Incident Simulation : Get incident information from database.

v). Output Options : Output options of KRONOS.

vi). File management : Show, delete, or save available KRONOS input/output data files.

KRONOS Main Dialog

The KRONOS main dialog (figure 2-18) is used to communicate between the KRONOS

simulation and the FWTDMS. The dialog has most of the functionality that KRONOS input

module and has the ability to retrieve traffic information such as freeway geometric from the

database to create KRONOS input data file for simulation. The major functionalities of the

KRONOS main dialog are summarized as below:

i). KRONOS File Handling : KRONOS input and output data files are listed in two list boxes of

this dialog. Input data files can be deleted or loaded by pressing a button in the dialog. Output

data files can also be deleted or shown on screen by pressing the corresponding buttons in the

dialog. The input data file created by this dialog can be stored in the KRONOS input data

directory from the dialog.

ii). KRONOS Simulation Parameters : KRONOS simulation parameter dialog can be activated

from this dialog.

iii). KRONOS Freeway Geometric Detail : KRONOS freeway geometric detail dialog can be

started from this dialog.



Data

data set to ,i ts rxiu n us uuiialuuiun . aju n

Kronos input data directory

Figure 2-18. KRONOS Main Dialog

iv). KRONOS Output Options : KRONOS output option dialog can be started from this dialog.

v). KRONOS Traffic Demand : Traffic demand can be retrieved from database for simulation.

(Because of some technical problem, this part of the function is not fully completed at the time)

vi). Incident Data : Incident data required to simulate incident cases in KRONOS can be

retrieved from the database (When incident data becomes available).

vii). Data Description : Description of the input data set such as data file name, date of

simulation and data description can be entered in this dialog.
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KRONOS Simulation Parameter Dialog

The KRONOS simulation parameter dialog (figure 2-19) can be started from the

KRONOS main dialog. The major functionalities of this dialog are:

i). UK/QK curves : This dialog allows users to enter and examine speed - density module or flow

- density module required by KRONOS 6.8. Existing UK/QK data files are also listed in the

dialog. These files can be loaded or deleted by pressing the appropriate button in the dialog.

ii). Simulation time : Simulation time and time period of each simulation time slice is entered in

this dialog.

iii). Initialization Method : The user can also indicate which initialization method (simulate by

KRONOS, a previous simulation or supply by user) is to be used to initialize the freeway before

starting simulation.

iv). Delay speed : This dialog also includes the option of allowing user to enter the minimum

speed above which no delay is assumed.

KRONOS Output Options Dialog

The KRONOS output options detail dialog (figure 2-20) can be started from the

KRONOS main dialog. The major functionalities of this dialog are :

i). Fuel / Pollution Option : User can select the option to simulate KRONOS with fuel and

pollution level as one of the simulation result.

ii). Measure Of Effectiveness (MOE) : User can select if MOE is wanted as a simulation result.

iii). Instantaneous Result : User can select instantaneous flow, density and speed as simulation

result.

iv). Average Result : User can select average flow, density, speed as simulation result.

v). Time Period of Result : The time increment for storing result can be specified in this dialog.
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Figure 2-19. KRONOS Simulation Parameter Dialog
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,1

Figure 2-20. KRONOS Output Dialog

KRONOS Freeway Geometric Details Dialog

The KRONOS freeway geometric detail dialog (Figure 2-21) can be started from the

KRONOS main dialog. The major functionalities of this dialog:

i). Retrieve Freeway Geometric : Freeway geometric information can be retrieved from the

database by selecting freeway sections from the freeway map in this dialog.

ii). Modification of Freeway Geometric : Currently, the modification of freeway geometric can

be completed by using the KRONOS input module.

iii). Traffic Composition : Traffic composition such as % of passenger cars, % of light

commercial vehicles and % of heavy commercial vehicles.

[L_] Kronos Output Option [_
- Options

[ Fuil/Pollution -- Measure of effectiveness
F-] Instantaneous Flow [l]Average Flow
]I Instantaneous Density [ -]Average Density
[- Instantaneous Speed [-] Average Speed

Time increment for storing results: (min) 110
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Figure 2-21. KRONOS Freeway Geometric Details Dialog

11.5.4 Display and plotting module

The plotting module reads standard output files from the various other modules of the

system, for example, data base queries such as the volume occupancy relationship and the weekly

and monthly volumes. KRONOS output files can be displayed also in 2-D, 3-D, or contour plots.

A standard file format for output files is established to allow the program to read various output

files. The format specifies various attributes of the graph data such as x, y, and z axis labels, the

high and low values of the axis, color of the curves, scales for the x, y, and z axis whether the data

is to be plotted as a continuous line or as a discrete points.

The graphics package supports multiple windows, which are moveable and resizable. The

displayed graph is automatically scaled to the dimensions of the window. The format of the

graphed data is controlled through a standard dialog box. Given a set of input data the user can

specify the x, y, and z axis for the data. The graphics package allows for the plotting of data from

multiple sources so that comparisons can be made between simulated and actual data.
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process
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Display Output Dialog

The display output dialog (Figure 2-22) can be started from the data manipulation dialog

or the FWTDMS main dialog. The dialog allows users to open pre-existing graphs from files and

to manage the importation and viewing of QuickSurf plots. The major functionalities are :

i). Open Graph : opens a graph dialog if it is a 3D graph or 2D graph. If the graph type is for a

Quicksurf contour plot, opening the graph results in a Quicksurf plot being generated. The user

then must open a new or existing design file and import the dxf plot into the file.

o/ ns a OnickSiirf

opens a graph res
and displays an ex
graph.

shows a QuickSu
3d graph

create a QuickSu
dxf file.

dxf file.

view with
return to the the QuickSurf
freeway map contour plot

Figure 2-22. Display Output Dialog

ii). 2D Plots : This dialog provides various of 2D plots such as multiple 2D curves, 2D curves

with two Y axis.

iii). Show 3D : opens the view window used to display the rotatable and rescalable 3D plot, and

sets the view so that the 3d digital terrain design is shown on the proper level.

iv). Show Contour : 2D or 3D contour plots can be generated and displayed by using QuickSurf

contour plotting package. Show Contour opens the view window used to display the contour

plot and sets the view so that the contour is shown on the proper level. [QSURF]

v). View Map : opens the design file containing the freeway map.

11.6 Current Applications with the integrated traffic simulation and database package

I
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By having a highly interactive graphical interface to the traffic data a more rapid analysis

and exploration of large quantities of traffic data is possible. The FWTDMS is designed to

automate the analysis of traffic data and have graphical data analysis tools developed as an

integral part of the overall system. Users can interactively view the results of their queries to the

database without concern for the format of the data, and without leaving the application programs

to read standard output files from the various other modules of the system. For more detailed or

specialized types of analysis it is possible to import the retrieved data into other analysis packages

on the PC such as LOTUS-123.

Major applications of the FWTDMS prototype developed include the following items:

i). Freeway simulation : This program uses routines developed in the query interface

(section 2.5.2) and KRONOS dialogs (Section 2.5.3) to extract specific freeway data from

the database and other information required by KRONOS to generate a KRONOS input

file. The first version of the prototype allows user to run the KRONOS simulation

software from a DOS shell from MicroStationPC. Users can also use the KRONOS input

and output modules to prepare for simulation and display simulation results.

ii). Data manipulation : As the data manipulation dialog described in section 2.5.3, the

system provides a dialog to query the database for statistical information or reading. This

module contains programs to construct SQL command for data extraction based on

various option selected by the user. Another function of this module is to display query

output in a different form and import the information extracted into the plotting module

where the engineer can selectively display it as a 2-D, 3-D graph or contour plot.

Alternatively the information extracted can be imported to any spreadsheet software such

as LOTUS-123.

iii). Plotting data : The plotting module contains a set of graphical data visualization

tools to enable users to view the results of their queries to the database as well as results

of KRONOS simulations. The plotting module can also be used to compare and plot data

from different sources, for example different freeway sections or time periods, or

simulated vs historical data for the same freeway sections. The plotting module can display

2D strip and scatter plots, 2D strip plots with a second Y2 axis for comparing two

response variables with different scales (say volume and density vs time), 3D surfaces and

scatter plots, and contour plots. Both continuous and discontinuous data may be
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represented as either connected lines or points. Three dimensional data (such as volume vs

time and distance along a freeway section) may be plotted as either a 3D surface contour

or a 3D scatter plot. The 3D plot may be dynamically rotated by the user to gain a better

understanding of the data by viewing the graph from multiple angles.

iv). 2-D / 3-D contour plots : Incorporating the Quicksurf [QSURF] digital terrain

plotting package into the plotting module automates the process of creating 2D and 3D

contour plots. Without using the FWTDMS interface, the creation of contour plots is a

time consuming manual task requiring specialized knowledge of the QuickSurf terrain

modeling package. The display and plotting dialog provides the capability for switching

between design view windows and levels within the various kinds of designs (contour, 3D

grid, and 3D triangles) and for switching back to the main freeway map. User has the full

capability of QuickSurf available for rendering, rotating, printing them.

v). Plotting Simulation results : The simulation results of KRONOS program and query

results of the data manipulation module can be passed to the plotting module to create

various plots. The data formats can be different from various applications. To avoid

changing the output format of applications such as KRONOS, a resource type of data

passing schema is designed to read in data of various formats.

A resource file contains information of the data file generated by any application and the

plotting module reads the resource file to determine what is in the data file and what kind of

plotting is required. From the users point of view the underlying data format and import/export

routines is transparent. Both the FWTDMS query and the KRONOS simulation output data in

their formats and generate resource file to require for different plotting. A graph is then defined by

a graph resource file and a data file. The resource file describes the characteristics of the graph

and which columns of data in the data file are to be imported as the X, Y, and Z or Y2 axis.

Multiple graphs may reference a single data file (for example separate plots of volume and

occupancy generated from a single data query) or alternatively multiple sources of data might be

referenced by a single graph, as in the case of a comparison between historical and simulated data

for a given freeway section. Ordinarily the graph resource file is generated automatically when a

query is constructed. The resource may also be constructed or modified using a text editor. A

description of the format of the graph resource is given below in table 5-3. The graph resource

specifies the kind of graph, the high, low scales for the X, Y, Y2 or Z axis, the color of the
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surface, and whether the curve is continuous or discontinuous. Most of the specifications are

optional and will be computed automatically. The only required arguments are a data file and a

description of the data columns to be plotted. The arguments to the graph description are stored

as keyword-value pairs as described in table 5-3. When a graph is opened the graph resource is

parsed, the data file referenced in the graph resource is opened, the columns specified in the

graph resource are read in and the appropriate data types such as date, time, weekday, are

converted to an internal format where the plotting module required.

H.6 Testing of the system

The hardware system that was used to test the prototype is a ZEOS 486 (33 MHz) IBM

PC compatible with two 220 MB IDE hard disks (Access time : 13.52 seek time, Data transfer

rate : 763.4 kilobytes/second and 1047.2 kilobytes/second).

The testing of the system can be divided into three phases:

i). Module Testing : Internal tests of each of the individual modules of the system to determine if

there was any programming error and inconsistency with the specification of requirement and

design. Since a prototype does not have to handle exceptional cases, test cases with extreme

condition are not considered for the FWTDMS. On the other hand, the KRONOS input and

output modules are fully tested for any extreme condition.

ii). Integration Testing : Internal tests of the integrated system with ORACLE database, SQL

database interface, the KRONOS simulation program and the graphical user interface to

determine if they fit together and lead to the expected behavior for the system as a whole.

iii). Acceptance Testing : To be attempted by MNDOT to see if the entire system performs in

accordance with the user requirements.

The following of this section describes some testing results of both the module testing and

the integration testing.

I.6.1 Test of Database

Test of database includes populating a test data set in the database, testing of database

access by running SQL query and the testing of the integrated system with the graphical interface.
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i). Test Data : The main objective of the prototype is to demonstrate the feasibility and

functionality of the concept of an integrated traffic management, planning, operations and

simulation system. At the prototyping stage, it is difficult to have sufficient hardware support to

store the huge amount of data mentioned in section 2.1 (more than 200 GB). Therefore, the

geometric domain of the data used for testing the prototype will be constrained to a subset of the

existing traffic data and freeway segments from the metro area of Minnesota - a portion of I-35W

South Bound from 46th Street to 78th Street and 1-35W North Bound from 82nd Street to 31st

Street. Based on the geometric information stored in the database, a set of 50 detectors (detector

number 301 to 350) over 81 days (from 2-25-1992 to 5-16-1992) of detector reading (flow,

occupancy and detector condition) has been populated in the database for testing. The entire test

data set requires about 300 MB of storage space in hard disk.

ii). Test of data base queiry : Module testing has been done for each table in the database for

correctness and consistence with the logical design specified in section 2.2. Also, testing of table

relationships and hierarchy structures have been done by constructing SQL query in the ORACLE

SQL*PLUS environment to retrieve data stored in different tables.

iii). Test of the integrated system : Integrated testing for query constructed by the graphical user

interface has been done. Test cases are generated from selecting options in the data manipulation

dialog of the FWTDMS, query results have been used to show the correctness and performance

of the system.

The following of this section shows some database testing results of the integrated system.

The queries listed below are generated by selecting options in the data manipulation dialog. The

times required for each test case are also included in the figures. It is obvious that database

performance depend on different factors such as the CPU speed of the computer, access time of

hard disk, size of data, structure of the database, physical location of data in the database and

structure of query. Therefore, it is very difficult to give a precise evaluation of the system. The

testing results listed here can only be used as a reference to project the performance of a similar

database system on other hardware systems.

Database Testing Results
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TEST CASE 1 : queries have been constructed to retrieve detector reading (time, flow,

occupancy) of a single detector, four detectors in one detector station, and detector sum of the

station for serval time periods (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 hours).

Keyword Value / Optional Description

Type

GRAPHTYPE 3D,2D,QS NO Type of graph : 3D, 2D or contour (QS).

GRAPHTITLE STRING YES Title of graph. (eg: "Volume vs. Time")

DATAFILENAME STRING NO Name of data file. (eg. "test.spd")

XDATACOLUMN O..N NO Data column in data file as X data. (eg. 0)

YDATACOLUMN 0..N NO Data column in data file as Y data. (eg. 1)

Y2DATACOLUMN O..N YES Data column as second Y data.

ZDATACOLUMN 0..N YES Data column in data file as Z data. (eg. 3)

XAXISLABEL STRING YES Label of X axis. (eg. "Distance")

YAXISLABEL STRING YES Label of Y axis. (eg. "Volume")

Y2AXISLABEL STRING YES Label of Y2 axis. (eg. "Occupancy")

ZAXISLABEL STRING YES Label of Z axis. (eg. "Time")

XAXISHIGH REAL YES Maximum of X. (eg. 12000)

YAXISHIGH REAL YES Maximum of Y.

Y2AXISHIGH REAL YES Maximum of Y2.

ZAXISHIGH REAL YES Maximum of Z.

XAXISLOW REAL YES Minimum of X. (eg. 12.00)

YAXISLOW RAEL YES Minimum of Y. (eg. 0.0)

Y2AXISLOW REAL YES Minimum of Y2.

ZAXISLOW REAL YES Minimum of Z.

CONNECTEDP 0 ORI NO Connect points or not. (1: connect, 0: not)
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Table 2-3 Graph Resource File Specification

select time, volume, occupancy from det_reading where detector# =320 and ddate =

to_date('3-1-92', 'MM-DD-YY') and (time >= 11.00 and time < 12.00)

QUERY 2 : (get (time, volume, occupancy) of all four detectors of station '38N', from 11:00

AM - 12:00 AM, 3-1-92)

select time, volume, occupancy from det_reading where detector# in (319, 320, 321, 322)

and ddate = to_date('3-1-92', 'MM-DD-YY') and (time >= 11.00 and time < 12.00)

QUERY 3 : (get (time, volume, occupancy) of detector sum of station '38N', from 11:00 AM -

12:00 AM, 3-1-92)

select time, SUM(volume), SUM(occupancy) from det_reading where detector# in (319,

320, 321, 322) and ddate = to_date('3-1-92', 'MM-DD-YY') and (time >= 11.00 and time <

12.00) group by time
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Figure 2-23. Result of query 3 of Test Case 1.

Figure 2-23 shows the query results of query number 3 in used in test case 1. This kind of

2D graph can be obtained by pressing a button in the data manipulation dialog after the running

the query. As shown in figure 5-24, it takes only 2 seconds for retrieving the result of one hour of

detector sum for one station shown in figure 2-23. Although it needed to take about half a minute

to get the total 5 minutes flow of one day for one station, it is still much faster than using other

tools such as spreadsheet software to get the same result. Figure 2-24 also summarized the

performance of each query used in test case 1 under different condition.
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Figure 2-24. Summary of Test Case 1.

Test Cast 2: (Average of 5 minutes total flow and total occupancy for a detector station over

several time periods (1, 6, 12, 24 hours) and averaged from serval days (2, 3, 6 days).

QUERY 1 : (get time, 5 minutes average of total volume, total occupancy of detector station

'38N', from 11:00 AM - 12:00 AM, 3-1-92 to 11:00 AM - 12:00 AM, 3-2-92)

select time, AVG(volume), AVG(occupancy) from det_reading where detector# in (319,

320, 321, 322) and ddate >= to_date('3-1-92', 'MM-DD-YY') and ddate <= todate('3-2-92',

'MM-DD-YY') and (time >= 11.00 and time < 12.00) group by time
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Figure 2-25. Result of Query 1 in test case 2.

Figure 2-25 shows the result of the query and figure 2-26 shows a summary of

performance of queries in test case 2. As indicated in figure 2-26, it took 22 seconds to complete

the query shown in Query 1 of test case 2. The same result can be obtained by running a DOS

program developed here which scans through two TMC data file, searches for correct data,

averages the data and print out the result. The time required for running the program is about 2

minutes not including the time needed for preparing the data file (ie. manually select the correct

file and place them in the right directory in the computer).
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Figure 2-26. Summary of Test Cast 2.

11.7 Summary

This chapter summarized thedevelopment of the prototype graphical freeway traffic

database management system including framework, cocenptual/logical design and testing results.

The prototype version is developed using ORACLE RDBMS and Microstation PC MDL

language. It is important to note that a prototype usually features only the most important aspects

of the system. For the future enhancements, the following areas were identified.

1) Develop current prototype version to a working version which can be used for analysis of

large amount of traffic data.

2) Extend the database to include other sources of traffic data.

3) Develop a comprehensive interface for other application software, e.g., other simulation and

statistical packages.
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III. ENHANCEMENT OF TRAFFIC MODELS IN SIMULATION MODULE

II.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the traffic models in the simulation module, i.e., KRONOS, are enhanced to

represent more accurately the traffic behavior in complex freeway segments. KRONOS uses a

finite difference scheme specifically designed to solve one-dimensional, time-dependent,

compressible flows containing strong shocks With this scheme the time and space domains are

discretized in short increments At and Ax, respectively, such that

(Ax/At) > uf where uf represents the free-flow speed.

Space discretization of a section is shown in Figure (3-1). The numerical scheme currently used

in KRONOS is as follows:

+11,, ?" )- At/ ,, ,, 1 A/ ,, 1,(,,

k ' = 2(kj", + 1k+_, )2IAx 2• - - •I gj+ + 9j_1 ) (3-1)

1h'' =- e (k`) (3-2)

q+ ,k+'-i (3-3)

where,

j: index for space coordinate;

n: index for time coordinate;

Ax: 100 ft section of freeway;

At: I sec. of simulation interval;

kjn: traffic density at node j in the n-th time step (veh/mile);

ujn: traffic speed at node j in the n-th time step (mile/hr);

qjn: flow at node j in the n-th time step (veh/hr);

gjn: generation term at nodej in the n-th time step.
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Figure 3-1 Discretization in space in a pipeline segment



The term ue(kjn) in equation (3-2) is the equilibrium speed-density relationship. The theoretical

relationship between flow, density and speed are shown graphically (figure 3-2) as a bell shaped

curve for the flow-density relationship and a linear relationship for speed and density. From the

figure, it shows that flow has a unique parameter, namely the maximum flow or capacity (qm)-

The maximum flow is the maximum hourly rate at which vehicles can reasonably be expected to

traverse an uniform section of a roadway during a given time period. Similarly, speed also has a

unique parameter, free flow speed (uf), which is the maximum attainable speed when the density

and flow are both zero. Density has two important parameters: jam density (kjam) and critical

density (kcr). Jam density is the density which occurs when both flow and speed approach zero.

Critical density occurs under maximum flow or capacity conditions.

The above constitutes the basic theory behind all of the modeling in KRONOS. Although the

traffic models have been improved continuously in terms of execution speed and accuracy, there

are still some problems in complex geometrics, such as:

* inaccurate estimation of merging volume in simple on-ramp section;

* serious congestion spillback from downstream cannot pass through complex geometrics such

as weaving section and two-lane off-ramp section;

* inappropriate treatment of capacity restriction at all off-ramp section.

In this chapter, the following major issues are addressed:

* Implementation of semi-disaggregate analysis in some special sections

* Enhancement of on-ramp with an acceleration lane model
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* Enhancement of two-lane on-ramp model

* Enhancement of two-lane off-ramp model

* Enhancement of off-ramp with an exclusive lane model

* Enhancement of weaving model

All other related modeling problems such as spillback propagation from downstream and

capacity restriction for off-ramps are discussed inside of each model.

Background

The current version of KRONOS provides aggregate analysis of simulation, partially

supplemented by a semi-disaggregate analysis in special sections. In order to reflect the merging,

diverging and weaving dynamics, the simulation model employs the "g" term of equation (3-1) to

represent generation or dissipation of cars at entrance or exit ramps. The "g" term is also used to

reflect lane-changing phenomena under all situations. Therefore the accuracy of generation term

estimation is crucial to the model's performance. In the pervious version, the generation term is

determined as following:
,_ (k - ) (3-4)

i=j

where,

qf'-l: lane-changing flow in node (j-1) at time step (n-1);

k,,,-k': available storage space for current node;
J

X(k , -k',) :total storage space for all lane-changing flow.
I=j

The generation term is positive for the lane which the vehicles move into, and negative for the

lane which the vehicles move out.



It should be noted that the total amount of flow which moves into the destination lane should

be determined by both the flow in the source lane and the available storage space in the

destination lane. Once the free storage space is filled up, no more car can come in. Therefore a

queue will appear on the source lane. Although the available space is calculated in the formula (3-

4), it is not treated properly. While computing the generation term, only the ratio of the available

space is used. In fact, using available space ratio implies that the formula allows all flow to move

into the destination lane even under serious congested condition. When the flow condition of

freeway is light with large storage space, this formula works fine because the available space is

much larger than the move-in flow. But when the freeway is very congested, the density of the

destination lane can be greater than jam density if all flow is allowed to move into. Therefore, the

previous model for estimating generation term (eq. 3-4) produces unreasonable results with

congested condition. The solution of this problem is discussed in next section.

Another problem in the previous model is related with capacity variation between internal

boundaries. There was no boundary treatment for capacity variation before KRONOS version 7.0,

which created flow discontinuity at those boundaries. In version 7.0, a treatment called capacity

normalization was introduced and implemented. The main idea of this treatment can be

summarized as the following. Assume that the adjacent node j-1 and j are under different

capacities (see figure 3-3). Before using formula (3-1) to compute the density of node j, first

normalize the density of node j-1 (K n) under capacity Cj_ 1 to an equivalent density under

capacity Cj. Based on the
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current flow qI of node j-1, the corresponding density for flow qI under capacity Cj is Kjql (see

the flow-density curve in figure 3-3).

To calculate the density of node j in time step n+1, instead of using the equation

1 J At ,At
k = 2 (kJ.A + k -2A (+- )-2

the equation,

,At ,Atk = 2(k+,+kV')-2A x/(q'7-q,)--(g.+1g'_)

is used.

This procedure is only valid when the flow of node j-1 is less than or equal to the capacity of

node j. If the flow of node j-1 is great than the capacity of node j (q2 in figure 3-3), the flow does

not have a corresponding density point on node j curve, and K.q2 is set to the critical density of

node j. In this way, the vehicle conservation cannot be achieved because of the jump in density.

The spillback cannot propagate to the upstream because the density cannot excess the critical

density after the normalization. A new solution is needed and to be discussed in the next section.

111.2 Basic Methodology of Improved Modeling

In order to solve the generation term problem discussed in the previous section, new

algorithm using point merging is developed. Instead of distributing merging, the merging volume

will not be allowed to get into the freeway until it reaches the last dx on the auxiliary lane. Euler's

equation is adopted at the last dx to reflect the flow merging. Moreover, Euler's equation is also

used in the treatment of internal boundaries.

The general form of the Euler's equation is as follows:

At
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where,

kjn: traffic density at node j in the n-th time step (veh/mile);

fin: traffic flow which is flowing into the node j from node j-l(veh/hr);

fout traffic flow which is flowing out of the node j to node j+1(veh/hr).

The fin should be the lesser of the maximum output flow of node j-1 and the maximum input

flow to node j, and the fout should be the lesser of the maximum output flow of node j and the

maximum input flow to node j+1. The determinations of the maximum output flow and maximum

input flow depend on the density of the nodes.

First of all, the determination of maximum output flow of node j is as follows: when the

density kjn of node j is smaller than the critical density, the maximum output flow equals the

existing flow of the node j. But if the density kjn of node j is greater than the critical density, the

maximum output flow equals the capacity flow of the node j. It is denoted as qmaxout. Second, the

determination of maximum input flow to node j is as follows: when the density kjn of node j is

smaller than the critical density, the maximum input flow equals the capacity flow of the node j.

But if the density kjn of node j is greater than the critical density, the maximum input flow equals

the existing flow of the node j. It is denoted as qmaxin. The maximum input and output flows of

node j-1 and j+1 can be determined using the same methodology. The procedures are shown in

figure (3-4) and figure (3-5) respectively.

Having determined the input and output flows, equation (3-5) is used to determine the

density kjn+1 of the node j for the next time step n+1. After adopting Euler equation, the

performance of the model improves significantly. The newly developed algorithms are discussed

below in detail for different geometrics.
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Figure 3-5 Determination of maximum input flow to node j
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III.3 Modeling simple on-ramp section

This section discusses the modeling of both right-hand-side and left-hand-side on-ramp with

acceleration lane. Figure (3-6) illustrates the space discretization of simple on-ramp segment type.

Link A and B are pipelines attached before and after the merging section. Link C is on ramp and

acceleration lane. Link D is the actual merging section. In the figure, node starting with 0 is the

starting node of a link, and node starting with J is the ending node of the link.

The previous model assumed that the generation of flow from the acceleration lane to the

rightmost lane of the main freeway was based on the difference between the existing density and

the jam density of the rightmost lane. As we discussed earlier, this way of estimating generation

term allows all merging vehicles from the on-ramp to move into the mainline freeway, even when

the mainline is almost jammed. When spillback from downstream reaches this segment, the

simulation results show overjammed density and negative flow rate, which are unrealistic.

In order to fix the problem, the new model assumes that flow from the acceleration lane will

not be able to get into the main freeway until it reaches the last dx in the acceleration lane. The

new model adopts Euler's equation instead of generation term at the last dx. Since the vehicles on

the freeway usually travel much faster than those merging vehicles do, the merging vehicle must

yield. It is also assumed that the vehicles from link D have the priority to enter link B. If

congestion happens at the merging point, then at most P3 percent of the maximum input flow

comes from the mainline flow, and the other (1-P) percent flow comes from on-ramp flow. This

parameter P3 is determined by both the mainline and on-ramp capacity:

capacityn,',,,i

1+-1+oa
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Figure 3-6 Discretization in space of a simple on-ramp section
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The below is a step by step algorithm for merging section:

(1) Initialize all nodes of links A, B, C and D to a density corresponding to the user specified

condition.

(2) Determine the density kjn+ 1 for the next time step of the each node in link A, B, C and D.

I. Link B, C and D:

All nodes, except internal boundaries in these links, correspond to uninterrupted flow

without generation or dissipation terms, therefore the computations are proceeded

according to equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

In node Ob , one flow from link C and another flow fiom link D will become one flow.

Step 1: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Ob of link B according to

figure (3 -5 )--qia.inOb.

Step 2: determine the total maximum output flow of the last node of segment D Jd and the

last node of segment C Jc according to figure (3 -4 )--qnaxoutJd and qmaxoutJc

Step 3: P percent of all the maximum input flow to node Ob comes from the qmaxoutJd,

and (1-i3) percent is occupied by the qmaxoutJc. If the mainline flow does not use all

this P3 percent space, the left over space also is allocated to the merging flow. If the

merging flow does not use all (1-3) percent space, it also can be allocated to the

mainline flow if needed.

qmax1 : " /ma x ..... t,

'Imaxi,,. = (I - P) ' /mi.\/,,,o

if (qmax,, d < qm,x011,,4 )a d(q,.,,x, > qm,1xo1, )

then qo,,u,, = min (qma,,,,, , maxoU,, ) Imaxin = qmaxmo,, -qo,,u,

qo,, = m in(qmax,. , qmaxo,, , )

else if (qm.o,,,, > q ),,,, )and(qo0 ,, < q9m.,, )

then qo,, = min(qmax.,,Q qmaxou ) maxi ,, = max,,o, - nu.,

IOulJ, = n"in (qmIax ,, 9 ,,maxox,l )
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else qo,,r = min (qm,,, qm•o,) qOd = min (,,, qmaxUd )

where,

qoutJd the flow which crosses the DB boundary;

qoutJc: the flow which crosses the CB boundary.

Step 4: the formula for node Ob is as follow:

k,1+= -- j (k- +k_" )A+L(q,, -7 , oob - 2 oS o•,+,)+ + (q A ,V o,,)

where,

q, = q0 1 . + qo,,•,,
1qo,,= -(q , + (qO, )

The formula for node Jc and Jd are almost the same as Ob's.

(3) Determine the density for each dx on the link C of the on-ramp using LAX method.

(4) Determine the speed ujn+l and the flow qjn+I for the next time step from the density

determined in (2) and (3).

* Qualitative testing

The new model is tested using the hypothetical test cases developed in chapter three. Figure (3-7)

shows the hypothetical geometrics.

Case 1: uncongested situation. Figure (3-8) shows the demand pattern for this case. The upstream

volume is 4000veh/hr in the first 15 minutes and decreases to 3000veh/hr in the next 15 minutes,

and the on ramp demand keeps constant at 500veh/hr for the 30-minute simulation period.

The simulation result is shown in table (3-1) which indicates that the vehicle conservation is

achieved.

Case 2: congestion spillback from downstream. Under normal uncongested situation, the

parameter 3 has no effect on merging volume. It only shows when spillback propagation reaches
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this segment. We can see its impact using hypothetical data. The demand pattern is shown in

figure (3-9). The upstream and the on-ramp volumes are constants: 4000 veh/hr and 1000 veh/hr.

The downstream only allows 500 vehicles per hour to exit for the first 15 minutes, and 1000

vehicles per hour for the next 15 minutes. In order to see the spillback propagation, the length of

each segment has been increased. The first and third pipeline segment is 1000ft long each and the

simple on-ramp segment is 2000ft long. The simulation results is listed in table (3-2). The effect of

downstream congestion can be seen clearly: the upstream input flow is lower and the density is

higher. The spillback propagation in the first five minutes is shown in figure (3-10). The behavior

of high density propagation from downstream to upstream is what we expected.

* Limitation

Because of the special treatment of the internal boundary, we have to put some limitations on the

length of simple on-ramp section. The lengths of link A, B and D must be 200ft or longer.
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Time in Total Flow at Last Zone

Mins Expected Simulated Error (%)

5 4500 4500 0.0

10 4500 4500 0.0

15 4500 4500 0.0

20 3500 3501 -0.02

25 3500 3501 -0.02

30 3500 3501 -0.02

Error = (Expected - Simulated) / Expected * 100%

Table 3-1 Simulation result of simple on-ramp testing section

Lveh/hr
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15 20 25
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upstream demand:
on-ramp demand:
downstream restriction:

Figure 3-9 Demand pattern under congested situation
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Time in Total Flow at First Zone

Mins Expected Simulated Error (%)

5 400 399 0.25

10 400 399 0.25

15 400 399 0.25

20 800 801 -0.125

25 800 801 -0.125

30 800 801 -0.125

Error = (Expected - Simulated) / Expected * 100%

Table 3-2 Simulation result under congestion situation

Density vs Space & Time
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Figure 3-10 First five minutes density plot under congested situation
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IIL4 Modeling Two-lane On-ramp Section

This section discusses the modeling of both right-hand-side and left-hand-side two- lane on-

ramp. This type of geometry is very special: a two-lane on-ramp enters a freeway adding one

more lane to the mainline. Figure (3-11) illustrates the space discretization of a two-lane on-ramp

segment type. Link A and B in the figure denote the mainline freeway. Link C is a two lane on-

ramp. In the figure, node starting with 0 is the starting node of a link, and node starting with J is

the ending node of the link.

The previous model assumed that the flow in the first lane of the on-ramp continued on and

became the first lane of freeway, and the flow in the second lane merges into the second lane of

freeway. Therefore the flow at node Jc will be treated as merging volume using generation term at

the first node of link B. This generation term estimation works well under uncongested traffic

situation, but it always causes unusual higher density at node Ob under spillback situation due to

the problem identified in section 4.2. In order to improve the performance of this model when

spillback occurs, a new algorithm is proposed without generation term estimation.

Under the new method it is assumed that flow is uniformly distributed over two lanes on link

C, and is treated in an aggregate manner. The mainline flow, is also treated as one aggregate flow.

Therefore all flow from link C have to merge into the mainline flow at node Ob . If the traffic on

mainline freeway is very light, all on-ramp flow can get into freeway without any difficulties. But,

if the density of link B is greater than the jam density, then the priority of entering link B is first

given to the flow from link A, then to the flow from link C.

The step by step algorithm for this two lane off-ramp is as follow:

(1) Initialize all nodes of segments A, B and C to a density corresponding to the user specified

condition.

(2) Determine the next step density kj +1 of the each node in link A, B and C.
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Figure 3-11 Discretization in space of a two-lane on-ramp section
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I. Link A, B and C:

All nodes, except internal boundaries (node Ob and Jc) in these links, correspond to

uninterrupted flow without generation or dissipation terms. The computations are

proceeded according to equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

In node Ob , two flows, one from link A and another one from link B, merges. It is

assumed that the priority of entering Ob is given to the flow from link A:

Step 1: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Ob of segment B according

figure (3 -5 )--qmaxinOb,

Step 2: determine the total maximum output flow of the last node Ja of segment A and the

last node Jc of segment C according to figure (3 -4 )--qmaxout a1 and qmaxoutjc-

Step 3: the mainline flow from link A has the priority, which means all the maximum input

flow to node Ob first comes from qmaxoutJa, then qmaxoutc:

q,,, =m in (q max,,,o,I, max o,, )

qm.x, ,, / m, t - /inII(, - q1,,

q, min (qmax\out.i, 'qm\.•,IM )

where,

qr: the available on-ramp flow which enters link B;

qm: the mainline flow which crosses AB boundary;

qmaxinr the maximum input space left to on-ramp flow of link C.

Step 4: the formula for node Ob is as follows:
7 =+(- + 1)+ --(q,,-qo,,)

ko= +o(k;, + ko") + ^)(qq-Av

where,

q,,, = +q,,

(3) Determine the density for each dx on the link C of the on-ramp using LAX method.
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(4) Determine the speed ujin +  and the flow qjn+l for the next time step from the density

obtained in (2) and (3).

* Qualitative testing

The new model is tested using the hypothetical test cases developed in chapter three. Figure (3-

12) shows the hypothetical geometrics.

Case 1: uncongested situation. Figure (3-13) shows the demand pattern for this case. The

upstream volume is 4000veh/hr in the first 15 minutes and 2000 veh/hr in the next 15 minutes, and

the on ramp demand is 1000veh/hr in the first 15 minutes and increase to 2000veh/hr in the next

15 minutes.

The simulation result is shown in table (3-3) which shows the model is good in flow conservation.

Case 2: congestion spillback from downstream. The demand pattern (figure 3-14) for this

congested testing case is as following: 2000veh/hour upstream input flow, 2000veh/hour on-ramp

flow and 3000veh/hour the restricted downstream exit flow. Figure (3-15) and (3-16) show the

density plots of mainline and on-ramp, respectively. The model performance under congested

situation is reasonable according to the figures (3-15) and (3-16). Because the mainline traffic

flow is relatively low, we expect to see lower density and higher flow speed along segment 1

pipeline, but higher density and lower speed in the last segment. The on-ramp flow will have

serious congestion due to lower on-ramp speed.
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Time in Total Flow at Last Zone

Mins Expected Simulated Error (%)

5 5000 5001 -0.02

10 5000 5001 -0.02

15 5000 5001 -0.02

20 4000 3999 0.02

25 4000 3999 0.02

30 4000 3999 0.02

Error = (Expected - Simulated) / Expected * 100%

Table 3-3 Simulation result for two-lane on-ramp section
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Figure 3-14 Demand pattern under congested situation
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Density vs Space & Time
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III.5 Modeling of Two-lane Off-ramp Section

This section discusses the modeling of both right-hand-side and left-hand-side two lane off-

ramp. This type of geometry is very common where one freeway splits into two: one of the outer

lanes peels off from the mainline and continues as a two-lane off-ramp. The number of lanes in

mainline is reduced by one. The traffic behavior of this segment is very complicated.

Figure (3-17) shows the discretization in space of a two-lane off-ramp. In the figure, the

node starting with 0 is the starting node of a link, and the node starting with J is the ending node

of the link. Segment A in the figure denotes the mainline freeway. Of the two lanes on segment D,

the inner lane splits into two at the off-ramp mainline junction, one continues on into the off-ramp

while the other one continues on as the mainline and becomes segment E. Segment D is no-lane-

changing zone. Segment B constitutes the outer lanes after the off-ramp.

The previous model of this two-lane off-ramp segment type used generation term to reflect

lane-changing dynamics. It suffers the same problem as what we discussed in section 4.2. When

the capacity restriction option is chosen, there is still no spillback from the off-ramp to the

mainline freeway since no capacity restriction model actually existed.

In the new model, the flow travels alone link A is treated as one homogeneous flow. Once

the flow reaches the end of link A, it splits into two flows. One part of that flow containing exit

demand uses link D, and another part of the flow is going through mainline freeway link C. There

is no lane changing between flows in link C and link D. Only exit volume of the flow using link D

will exit at off-ramp. All non-exiting flow remains on the freeway. After node Ob, the non-exiting

flow of link D joins the mainline flow and becomes one flow again.

The step by step algorithm for this two lane off-ramp is shown as follows:

(1) Initialize all nodes of segments A, B, C, D and E to a density corresponding to the user

specified condition.
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Figure 3-17 Discretization in space of a two-lane off-ramp section
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(2) Determine the density kj n +' 1 for the next time step of the each node in link A, B, C, D and

E.

I. Link A, C and D:

All nodes, except internal boundaries in these links, correspond to uninterrupted flow

without generation or dissipation terms. The computations are proceeded according to

equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

One flow becomes two flows at node Ja. At this internal boundary, new method proposed

in section 4.3.1 is used. If the total flow of two right-most-lane is greater than the exit

demand, then the flow using link D contains not only exit volume but also the flow to be

remained on the freeway after the joint node Jd. The flow goes through link D is the

greater of the exit volume and the flow of two right-most lanes. All remaining flows use

link C. There is no lane-changing between flows on link C and link D.

Step 1: determine the total maximum output flow of node Ja in link A according to figure

(3-4).

Step 2: determine the output flow using link D: if the total maximum output flow of two

right-most-lane is greater than the exit demand, all flows of these two right-most-

lane enter link D. But if the total maximum output flow of the two right-most-lane

is less than the exit demand, then the flow getting into link D is the lesser of the

total maximum output flow and the exiting demand.

qmax ot = max( ll q.a )

lanes: the number of lanes in link A;

qoff: the exit demand of off-ramp;

qmaxout: the maximum output flow of node J a
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qmaxoutd: the maximum output flow of node Ja using link D.

Step 3: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Oc in link C and the maximum

input flow to Od in link D according to figure (3 -5 )--qmaxinc and qmaxind.

Step 4: determine the actual flow going through link D:

qd = min (qma.o,d, ,maxnd)

where,

qd: the actual flow using link D;

qmaxind: the maximum input flow to node Od

Step 5: determine the actual flow which goes through the mainline. There are two cases:

one case is with capacity restriction at the end of off-ramp and the other one is

without capacity restriction at the end of off-ramp.

Case 1: without capacity restriction:

all output flow of Ja, except the part using link D, will use link C:

qmaxoutc= 'qmaxou, -qd

q = min (qmax ou,,, qmax,,-)

where,

qc: the flow across the AC bound entering link C;

qmaxinc: the maximum input flow to the node Oc at link C;

qmaxoutc.the output flow of the node Ja which does not use link D.

Case 2: with capacity restriction:

if the exit demand is greater than the restricted capacity, there may be spillback

from off-ramp to the link D. Not all exit demands can get into link D because of

the higher density. These demands cannot go through mainline link C either. Under

this condition, a new variable called through-demand is needed to prevent releasing

off-ramp congestion from the mainline. Only through-demand can go through link

C.
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qmax outc = maxout -qd

qC = min (qmaxoc, q_ th)

qC = min(qI, q ;,.\,, )

where,

qc: the flow across the AC bound entering link C;

q_th: the through demand specified by the user;

qmaxinc: the maximum input flow to the node Oc of link C;

qmaxoutc: the output flow of the node Ja, which does not use link D.

Step 6: modify the Euler equation to calculate the density of the node Ja of link A:
1 -+ =I(V,+_, + )+ (q,,, - qo,,)

where,

q,, = min (q.,,._e ,,, I,, )

qL,=- (q] +qJ, )

qo, = qc +qd

the formula of calculating density of node Oc is as follow:

k V--(= ( (k, V+ k )+-(q,,, -qo,,)

where,

(q,,, = q
1 7 7qoU= -2 (qo + qo.,)

the formula of calculating density of node Od is as follow:

ok" 2 = 1k " +k I,,) +A- (q,,, - qo,,)

where,

q,, = qd

q,,, = o+-(q o+,)
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II. Link B, D and E:

All nodes, except internal boundaries in these links, correspond to uninterrupted flow

without generation or dissipation terms. The computations are proceeded according to

equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3) as before.

At node Jd, the last node of link D, the exit volume exits from the freeway and all non-

exiting flow keeps remaining on the main freeway. At node Ob, two flows, one from

mainline link C and another one from link D, become one flow again. Without estimating

generation and dissipation term, the new algorithm is described step by step as follows:

Step 1: determine the total maximum output flow of the last node Jd of link D according

to figure (3-4)--qmaxoutJd

Step 2: only the exit demand can get off through the off-ramp

qrm,, = min (qmax,,a,, qotr )

where,

qoff: the exit demand provided by user;

qramp: the actual flow which can get off from the off-ramp.

Step 3: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Oe of link E--qmaxinOe

according to figure (3-5). The flow which actually exit from the off ramp is qramp,

and the flow which does not exit from the off-ramp is qmaxoutdb

qm,,,,p = min (qmax ,mo, ' ,,,r,)

qmax outdb = qmaxot -qramp

Step 4: determine the total maximum input flow to the first node Ob of link B using figure

(3-5)--qmaxinO
b-

The input flow to the node 0 b comes from both flow from link C and D, and these

two flows have the same priority to enter node Ob

qma cb- qm ....j..,, "Imaxno, (space for mainline)

_maxincb - a .. m,,o, . (space for link D)
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Step 5: determine the flows which cross the CB and DB boundary:

flow from link D to link B--q 2

q2 = min (qmax.o,,,qmaxMdb)

flow from link C to link B--ql

q, = min (qmax ouJ., qm,,x inch)

Step 6: the density formula for node Jd using modified Euler method is as follow:

k"+= _(kI, , +kj , ) +(-(q,,, - q,• )

where,

q(,,, = min (q,. e, qmaxm, )1

q,,,,,= -(qjI +' q]' , )

qor, =2 + qra,,p

the density formula for node Jc is almost the same as the one above, except

q,,, = mi n (q,,,, qm ,,n, )
1I 7 , 7

qo,, = q

the density formula for node Ob is as follow:

k = (kk + .k,) + - -

where,

qi,,, = q + q2

(3) Determine the density for each dx on the link E of the off-ramp using LAX method.
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(4) Determine the speed uj n+ 1 and the flow qjn+1 for the next time step from the density

obtained in (2) and (3).

* Qualitative testing

The new model is tested using the hypothetical test cases developed in chapter three. Figure (3-

18) shows the hypothetical geometrics.

Case 1: uncongested case. Figure (3-19) shows the demand pattern for this case. The upstream

volume is 4000veh/hr in the first 15 minutes and 2000 veh/hr in the next 15 minutes. But the off

ramp demand keeps constant at 000veh/hr for the entire 30-minute simulation period.

The simulation result is shown in table (3-4). It shows that the model is very good in flow

conservation.

Case 2: capacity restriction at the end of the off-ramp. In order to show the spillback propagation

from the off-ramp to the right-most-lane (see figure 3-18), the length of segment 2 has been

increased from 400ft to 1000ft. And figure (3-20) shows the density plot of the off-ramp including

right-most-lane. It shows clearly the higher density propagate from the end of the off-ramp to the

right-most-lane of the mainline.

* Limitation

Due to the special treatment of the internal boundary, we need to put some limitations on the

length of this segment. The length of two-lane off-ramp itself must be longer than 400ft. The

length of the tail pipeline must be at least 200ft or longer.
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Figure 3-18 Geometrics for two-lane off-ramp testing section (distance in ft)
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Figure 3-19 Demand pattern for two-lane off-ramp testing section
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Time in Total Flow at Last Zone

Mins Expected Simulated Error (%)

5 3000 3000 0.0

10 3000 3000 0.0

15 3000 3000 0.0

20 1000 1000 0.0

25 1000 1000 0.0

30 1000 1000 0.0

Error = (Expected - Simulated) / Expected * 100%

Table 3-4 Simulation result for two-lane off-ramp testing section

Density vs Space & Time
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Figure 3-20 First 5 minutes density plot of off-ramp under capacity restriction
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HI.6 Modeling exclusive off-ramp section

This section discusses the modeling of the right-hand-side exclusive off-ramp and the left-

hand-side exclusive off-ramp. This type of geometrics is essentially a freeway off-ramp section

without any deceleration lane. One of the outer lanes peels off from the mainline section and

continues as a ramp. The total number of lanes on mainline is reduced by one. Figure (3-21)

shows the discretization in space of an exclusive lane off-ramp. In the figure the node starting

with 0 is the starting node of a link, and the node starting with J is the ending node of the link.

Links A and B constitute the mainline segments of the freeway while link C is the exclusive

lane that gets dropped from the freeway with the ramp. Link D is the off-ramp itself The previous

version of KRONOS employed a semi-disaggregate model: disaggregate analysis for the exclusive

lane and aggregate analysis for the rest of freeway, with a two-way lane-changing generation term

between the exclusive lane and the rest lanes. If the flow of exclusive lane is greater than the

exiting demand, the lane-changing is from the exclusive lane (link C) to the main freeway (link B).

Otherwise, the lane changing is from link B to link C. This approach seems plausible under normal

situation without capacity restriction at the end of the off-ramp. Once there is capacity restriction

at the end of the off-ramp, the density of exclusive lane (link C) will become extremely high. It is

impossible to put more vehicles into the jammed exclusive lane under high density condition. On

the other hand, the way generation term being estimated still allows more vehicles into the lane,

which results in overjammed density and negative flow. The reality in this situation is that all

vehicles, which are about to change lanes from link B to link C and get off from the off-ramp,

form a queue along this exclusive lane. All non-exiting vehicles travel along the mainline freeway

freely.

To resolve this problem, a new method has been proposed. The new model adopts semi-

disaggragate modeling without generation term. The exit flow using exclusive lane is separated

from mainline flow starting at node Ja. Only the exit demand will be allowed to use the exclusive

lane. There is no lane changing between mainline flow and exiting flow after node Ja.
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Figure 3-21 Discretization in space of one-lane exclusive off-ramp section
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A step by step algorithm for the above segment is as follows:

(1) Initialize all nodes of links A, B, C and D to a density equivalent to the user specified

conditions.

(2) Determine the density kj n+ 1 for the next time step for each node in link A, B, C, and D.

I. Link A, B and C:

All nodes, except internal boundaries (node Ja) in these links, correspond to uninterrupted

flow without generation or dissipation terms, therefore the computations are proceeded

according to equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

The flow is divided into two flows at node Ja. Only the exit demand is allowed to use link

C. Link C is a no-lane-changing zone. In order to get rid of the generation term, a new

method is used at this node:

Step 1: determine the maximum output flow of node Ja in link A according to figure (3-4).

The exiting volume goes to link C and the rest goes to mainline link B.

Step 2: determine the flow using link C: if the total maximum output flow of node Ja is

greater than the exit demand, then only exiting volume goes to link C. But if the

total maximum output flow is less than the exit demand, then all flow on the

freeway will exit.

qImax ,,,,e = mi n (qmax ou,,t,, , qo" )

where,

qoff the exit demand of off-ramp;

qmaxoutthe output flow of node Ja using link C,

qmaxouta the maximum output flow of node Ja;
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Step 3: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Oc in link C and Ob in link B

according to figure (3 -5 )--qmaxinoc and qmaxinOb.

Step 4: determine the actual flow which exits through the link C:

=e-, = min (qma.Wo, m.,)ino)

where,

exit: the actual flow which goes through link C;

qmaxinOc: the maximum input flow to node Oc.

Step 5: determine the actual flow which exits through the mainline. There are two cases:

one case is with capacity restriction at the end of off-ramp and the other one is

without capacity restriction at the end of off-ramp.

Case 1: without capacity restriction:

all maximum output flow of Ja, except the portion using link C, all leftover flow

will use link B:

max outnim mal o= u ,U ex•I

q,, min (qmax o,,, qmaxno, ))

where,

qm: the flow across the AB bound entering link B;

qmaxinOb: the maximum input flow to the node Ob of link B;

qmaxoutm: the output flow of the node Ja which does not contain exit flow

volume.

Case 2: with capacity restriction:

if the exit demand is greater than the restricted capacity, there is spillback from off-

ramp to the link C. Not all the exit demand can get into link C because of the

higher density. These demand cannot go through mainline link B either. Under this

condition, a new variable called through demand is needed to prevent releasing off-

ramp congestion from the mainline. Only through demand can go through link B.
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qmax oumrn = max onu, - qeir

=q,, min(qmax o,,f,,,qth)

q,,, = min(,q,,,,q,,axino,)

where,

qm: the flow across the AB bound entering link B;

qth: the through demand given by the user;

qmaxinOb the maximum input flow to the node Ob of link B;

qmaxoutn the output flow of the node Ja which does not contain exit flow

volume.

Step 6: modify the Euler equation to calculate the density of the node Ja of link A:

S- = (-k_, .)+- +.(q,,, - q0,)

where,

q,,,= min (q.,,,, .\,qLa,,,,. )

q,,,ve - 7,,_,+

qoou, =- q,, + q,,

the formula of calculating density of node Ob is as follows:

= (k" + k,, ) +-(q,,, -1q,,q,)

where,

q,,, = q,

, -2 (o + ,.1)

the formula of calculating density of node Oc is as follows:

k+ = (kV +k (q,, -or.- .+ )+I ,,,- ,)

g =
(  

+

F= I)
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(3) Determine the density for each dx on the off-ramp (link D) using LAX method.

(4) Determine the speed ujn+1 and the flow qjn+1 for the next time step from the density

obtained in (2) and (3).

* Qualitative testing

The new model is tested using the hypothetical test cases developed in chapter three. Figure (3-

22) shows the hypothetical geometrics.

Case 1: uncongested case. Figure (3-23) shows the demand pattern for this case. The upstream

volume keeps constant as 4000veh/hr for 30 minutes simulation period. But the off ramp demand

is 1000veh/hr in the first 15 minutes and decreases to 500veh/hr in the next 15 minutes.

The simulation result is shown in table (3-5). It shows that the model is very good in flow

conservation.

Case 2: capacity restriction at the end of the off-ramp. In order to show the spillback propagation

from the off-ramp to the exclusive lane, the length of segment #2 in figure (3-22) is increased

from 400ft to 1000ft. Figure (3-24) shows the density plot of the off-ramp including exclusive

lane. The higher density propagate from the end of the off-ramp to the exclusive lane is clearly

visible.

* Limitation

Due to the special treatment of the internal boundary, we need to put some limits on the length of

this segment. The length of one-lane exclusive off-ramp must be at least 400ft or longer.
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Time in Total Flow at Last Zone

Mins Expected Simulated Error (%)

5 3000 3000 0.0
10 3000 3000 0.0
15 3000 3000 0.0

20 3500 3500 0.0

25 3500 3500 0.0

30 3500 3500 0.0

Error = (Expected - Simulated) / Expected * 100%

Table 3-5 Simulation result for exclusive off-ramp testing section

Density vs Space & Time
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Figure 3-24 First 5 minutes density plot of off-ramp under capacity restriction
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II1.7 Modeling of Weaving Section

This section discusses the modeling of the weaving sections: both the right-hand-side

weaving and the left-hand-side weaving. Weaving is defined as the crossing of two or more traffic

streams traveling in the same general direction, along a significant length of the roadway, without

the aid of traffic control devices. Weaving sections are common design elements on freeway

facilities. The operation of freeway weaving areas is characterized by intense lane changing

maneuvers and influenced by several geometric and traffic characteristics. Because of the

complexity of vehicle interactions, operational problems may occur at weaving areas even when

traffic volumes are less than capacity. Many weaving configurations can be encountered on

multilane facilities. The 1985 HCM proposed that weaving section on multilane facilities be

classified as one of three types: A, B and C, based on lane-changing requirements. Current

KRONOS program only models the type A weaving which an on-ramp is closely followed by an

off-ramp and the two are joined by an auxiliary lane. The discretization in space of a weaving

section is shown in figure (3-25). Since lane-changing concentrates near merge and diverge areas,

the maximum length of weaving sections is 2000ft. For longer sections, different segment types

have been developed.

In the previous model, weaving dynamics is taken into consideration by the generation

term in equation (3-1). The inaccuracy in the generation term estimation results in poor

performances of the weaving model. Downstream congestion cannot propagate upstream properly

due to the capacity normalization procedure. In order to fix these problems, a new algorithm

without generation term has been introduced: only the off-ramp exit flow conflicts with merging

flow. Therefore, before the entire flow moves into the weaving area, one flow will be divided

into two: one is the flow using mainline and the other one is the flow entering the weaving area.

The flow using the weaving area will have conflict with the on-ramp merging flow. According to

the weaving volume and the merging volume, parameter o is used to determine the input space

for
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Figure 3-25 Discretization in space of a weaving section
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these two flows. The determination and usage of parameter ot are discussed below in the model

algorithm .

At the end of the weaving area, the exit flow gets off from the off-ramp and the through demand

merges into the mainline flow. This through demand has the same priority as the mainline flow to

enter the node Ob. The new algorithm uses Euler method and is described below.

In figure (3-25), link A and B are pipelines attached before and after the weaving section.

Link E and F constitute the on and off ramps of the weaving section. Link C is the mainline

section of the freeway, and link D is the actual weaving section. Link D consists of the auxiliary

lane and the adjacent lane next to the auxiliary lane. Node starting with 0 is the starting node of a

link, and node starting with J is the ending node of the link.

A step by step algorithm for weaving section is as follows:

(1) Initialize all nodes of links A, B, C, D, E and F to a density correspond to the user

specified condition.

(2) Determine the density k n+l1 for the next time step for the each node in link A, B, C, D, E

and F.

I. Link A, C, D and E:

All the nodes, except internal boundaries (node Ja, Oc and Od) in these links, correspond

to uninterrupted flow without generation or dissipation terms. Therefore the computations

are proceeded according to equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3).

At node Ja, the flow is divided into two flows. In order to avoid using the generation term,

a new method is used in this node:
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Step 1: determine the maximum output flow of node Ja in link A according to figure (3-4).

Part of this total flow goes through mainline, the other part containing exiting

volume goes through weaving area.

Step 2: determine the flow which uses the weaving section (Link D). The assumption is if

the output flow of right-most-lane at node Ja is greater than the off-ramp demand,

then the flow using the weaving section is equal to the lane flow. But if the output

flow of right-most-lane is less than the off-ramp demand, then flow using weaving

area is the lesser of the maximum output flow and the off-ramp demand.
Im,,.,,o,,t,. = max ( ", qo 1 )max outw lam na  ̂  Lme.s ^o f qO

qmax.o,, = min ( qmax,,,uJ, qotr )

where,

qoff: the exit demand of the weaving section's off-ramp;

lanes: the number of lanes of link A,

qmaxoutJa the maximum output flow of node Ja;

qmaxoutxv" the output flow of node Ja using weaving section.

Step 3: determine the maximum output flow of last node Je in link E--qmaxout e according

to figure (3-4).

Step 4: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Od in link D according to the

figure (3-5).

Step 5: the maximum input to node Od comes from qmaxoutxv and qimaxoutJe. Next,

determine the input space for these two flows.

When there is no flow coming from the on-ramp, the total input space to Od will

only come from the flow fiom the node Ja. If the flow coming from on-ramp is

very heavy, close to the capacity, then these two flows have the same priority to

get into the weaving section D. The parameter ca is determined according to figure

(3-26),
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qmaxiw = UImaxmo,O

qmax ,,,, = (1 - a)qmax,,,o

where,

a: the parameter determined by figure (3-26);

qmaxinr the maximum input space occupied by on-ramp flow;

qmaxinw. the maximum input space occupied by mainline flow using

weaving area.

Once the input space is known, the estimation of the flow from link A to link D--

q_boundw is easy:

q_ bondwi = min (qmx, qm,•xo,,,)

the flow from link E to link D--q_boundr:

q_ boiundr = min (Iqm,,, ,•,'maxo,)

Step 6: after the flow which goes through the weaving section is obtained, the flow which

uses the mainline part can be determined.

There are two cases: one case is with capacity restriction at the end of off-ramp and the other one

is without capacity restriction at the end of off-ramp.

Case 1: without capacity restriction:

except the output flow of a using link D, all leftover flows use link C:

q_ boindm = qm,,,,,, - qboudw

q_ boundm = min ( q_hbondnm,q )

where, qmaxinoc: the maximum input flow to the node Oc of link C;

qboundm: the flow across the AC bound entering link C.
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Figure 3-26 Determination of parameter a
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Case 2: with capacity restriction:

if the exit demand is greater than the restricted capacity at the end of the off-ramp,

there may be spillback from off-ramp to the weaving link D. Not all the exit

demand can get into link D because of the higher density. These demands cannot

go through mainline link C either. Under this condition, a new variable called

through demand is needed to prevent releasing off-ramp congestion from the

mainline. Only through demand can go through link C.

q_ boindm n= qmoU,,U, - q_ bouIdw

q_boundni = min (q_ boundm, q _ h)

q_ boudm = min (q - houndm,qmx ,, )

where,

q_th: the through demand given by the user;

qmaxinOc: the maximum input flow to the node Oc of link C;

q_boundm: the flow across the AC bound entering link C.

Step 7: modify the Euler equation to calculate the density of the node Oa of link A:
kI+= I +" k" )+ (q,,, -q011)

where,

q,,,= min(q.,,IqrI,, j)
q,,,, ( qm , + q, )

q,,, = q_boumfii + q_ boundiw

the formula used to calculate the density of node Od is as follow:
k:4' = ±(k: + k" I) + \ ,(q

where,

q1, = qboundl + qho()iIndr

the formula used to calculate the density of node Oc is,
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o = -(k, + k:+, ) + A(q,,, - q0,)

where,

q,,,= q _hboudm

qo,,, = ?(qQ+ )

II. Link B, C, D and F:

All nodes, except internal boundaries (node Jc, Jd and Ob) in these links, correspond to

uninterrupted flow without generation or dissipation terms. The computations are

proceeded according to equation (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3) as before.

In node Jd, the last node of link D, some of the flow gets off from the freeway and the

remaining flow merges into the mainline flow. At node Ob two flows, one from mainline

link C and another one from weaving link D, become one flow again. Without estimating

generation and dissipation term, the new method is described step by step as follow:

Step 1: determine the maximum output flow of the last node Jd of link D according to

figure (3 -4 )--qnmaxoutJd.

Step 2: only the exit demand can move out through the off-ramp

qramn, = rmin (qmax on,, ,, qofr )

where,

qoff: the exit demand,

qramp: the flow which can get out from off-ramp.

Step 3: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Of of link F-qmaxinof

according to figure (3-5), the flow which actually exits from the off ramp is qramp,

and the flow which goes through mainline is qmaxoutdb

q,fl,,, = min (qmaxi.,, , Irn,,,p)

qIml\,o, h ud d m (x ouJ,, -- - >
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Step 4: determine the maximum output flow of the last node Jc of link C--qmaxoutJc

according to figure (3-4).

Step 5: determine the maximum input flow to the first node Ob of link B using figure (3-

5 )--qmaxinOb

The input of node Ob comes from both flows from link C and D, and these two

flows have the same priority to enter node Jb:

max n c .axoJ I... IOi max (space for mainline)

K/mx ic/b - lCI-[Il .•\omid (spac-- = .'l..1..a .I / mI.x,,,,( (space for link D)
qmalxindb - m o, a +ma, on

Step 6: determine the flow crossing the CB and DB boundary:

flow from link D to link--q2

q = min (qmax o,i, qmax,,idh)

flow from link C to link B--q]

q, = min (qmIx o,,., /max ,I )ch

Step 7: the density formula for node Jd using modified Euler method is,

k = , (k7, ,+k"11) +,, -- (q,,, -q,,,)

where,

q,,, =min (q,,.e ", max m,, )

qae ( + q, )

qoK,/ = /: + q,r,,,p

the density formula for node Jc is almost the same as the one above, except

q,,:= min (qK ,./ ,m axi,•i )
I 1 PI 1

qo,, = Kl

the density formula for node Ob is as follow:

o= -(k +k,) ++[ ,(q,,, -q,,,)
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where,

q., = l+ q+

qo,, = -(q b+l

(3) Determine the density of each dx in links E and F for the next time step using equations

(3-1), (3-2) and (3-3) with zero generation or zero dissipation term.

(4) Determine the speed ujn+l and the flow qjn+l for the next time step from the density

computed in (2) and (3) above.

* Qualitative testing

The new model is tested using the hypothetical test cases developed in chapter three. Figure (3-

27) shows the hypothetical geometrics.

Case 1: uncongested case. Figure (3-28) shows the demand pattern for this case. The upstream

volume keeps constant as 1 O00veh/hr for the entire 30-minute simulation period, and the on ramp

volume also is always kept constant at 500veh/hr. But the off ramp demand is 00OOveh/hr in the

first 15 minutes and increases to 200veh/hr in the last 15 minutes.

The simulation result is shown in table (3-6), which shows that the vehicle conservation has been

achieved.

Case 2: congestion spillback from downstream. When there is a restriction at the downstream, the

spillback should propagate to both upstream and on-ramp. Figure (3-29) shows the density plot of

right-most lane which is adjacent to the auxiliary lane. At time zero, this lane is uncongested.

After three minutes, the higher density reaches the upstream boundary. The propagation of higher

density is clearly visible. Figure (3-30) shows the density plot of the auxiliary lane including both

on-ramp and off-ramp. The first 500ft is on-ramp, and last 500ft is off-ramp and the remaining
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300ft is the auxiliary lane. Off-ramp is always kept at uncongested level but the on-ramp reached

congested level after three minutes. The propagation of higher density has been clearly displayed.

* Limitation

Because of the special treatment of the internal boundary, we need to put some limits on the

length of this weaving segment. Link A and link B must be longer than 200ft, and link C must be

longer than 300ft.

500 700 0nn

(6000vch/hr)

(5()ccapach/hr)

( ) capacity

Figure 3-27 Geometrics for weaving testing section (distance in ft)

v /V -V
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5 10 is )0 5 0

100 200 min

500

on-ramp demand:
off-ramp demand:

Figure 3-28 Demand pattern for weaving testing section

Time in Total Flow at Last Zone

Mins Expected Simulated Error (%)

5 1400 1401 -0.07

10 1400 1401 -0.07

15 1400 1401 -0.07

20 1300 1299 0.07

25 1300 1299 0.07

30 1300 1299 0.07

Error = (Expected - Simulated) / Expected * 100%

Table 3-6 Simulation result for weaving testing section
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Density vs Space & Time
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Figure 3-29 First 3 minutes density plot of mainline under congested condition
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Figure 3-30 First 3 minutes density plot of auxiliary lane under congested condition



IV. PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR OPTIMAL CALIBRATION OF UK/QK

RELATIONSHIPS

IV.1 Introduction

The simulation of KRONOS requires a speed-density (u-k) or flow-density (q-k)

model curve. The early version of KRONOS used the Greenshields model as the default

speed-density curve. The Greenshields model assumes a linear relationship between

speed and density (Figure 4-1) and it is not quite true for traffic flow. It has been proven

that the Greenshields model produced inaccurate simulation results over a range of

condition. Although the KRONOS program allows the user to provide a u-k curve other

than the default one, sometimes the parameters for constructing the u--k curve is difficult

to get. The process of making a u-k curve can be very time consuming for the uses

because of the variations of u-k/q-k relationships over different types of segments.

Therefore, a new default speed-density curve was developed using the 1-35W freeway

data collected in the field.

Qmax Uf

t--

0 K Kj

Where Qnu, = Maximum flow

Uf = Free flow speed

K, = Jam Density

Figure 4-1. Greenshields Model

I
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The simulated speed and flow values are obtained from the simulated density and

the equilibrium speed-density relationship. Therefore, the accuracy of KRONOS

simulation results depend largely on the speed-density relationship model. To obtain

accurate simulation results, users might need to perform a time-consuming manual

calibration procedure to find out the parameters that give the best results. For example,

users might need to run the simulation program many times with different U-kcurves to

find out which one gives the better results. To automate and simplify the manual

calibration process, an optimal calibration procedure was studied.

IV.2 Development of new default speed-density curve

This includes collection of real freeway traffic data, processing of collected data,

and development of speed-density relationship.

IV.2.1 Data collection and processing

The new default speed-density curve was developed from real speed-volume data

collected from an 8-miles section of the 1-35W freeway for six peak periods (Three

mornings and three afternoons) on 6 different days in November 1989. The data

collection project was a joint effort of the MNDOT and the university of Minnesota. The

collection of traffic data included travel time, distance for observation posts where travel

time data were taken, volume and occupancy files from TMC.

The travel time measurements recorded were stored in Lotus spreadsheet

format and ASCII text format. A comprehensive data processing program was developed

to convert data files to a common format for statistical treatment. The program also

calculated average speed values and eliminated measurement errors from data collected.

The data processing program produced speed, volume and occupancy data for every 5

minutes interval by combining volume and occupancy information from TMC data files.

The processed informations were finally stored into six computer files, one for each day.

These files can then be used for testing KRONOS and driving new default u-k/q-k curve.

Figure 4-2 shows the data processing procedure and functions of the processing program.
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Data collected :

Travel-Time Files Distance measuredTravel-Time Files
for observation

.In Lotus format posts
.In ASCII text format In ASCII format.In ASCII format

Data Conversion

Common Format

[Eliminate measurement errors and compute1average speed
4,

Combine Volume, Occupancy, and
Speed estimated

Data or Output Final format of data files
One for each day

IProgram function

Plots QK/UK relationships

QK/UK plots for each day

Figure 4-2 Data processing procedure and functions of data processing program

Figure 4-3 shows the geometries of 1-35W north bound sections where traffic

data were collected and used for testing. The detector numbers and locations are also

indicated in figure 4-3. Data collected from this section of the freeway had been used for

TMC
Volume and Occupancy
Files
.In ASCII text format

I
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testing KRONOS simulation program, making new default speed-density curve for

KRONOS and for calibrating optimal parameters.

/ 17 18 19 28 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
1 -l _ . . i ' _ n _ a U ' I

/i' (63N) (62N\ / (67 N , (ss7--(53M)-)
(611)

3 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38------------.- U. I

\ (46N) ( //4 U -~ ~ 35
(42N(3M

I-35U NorthBound Geometris I
() Detector Number
1,2.. : Segment number

Figure 4-3. Geometric of 1-35W North Bound where data collected

(Detectors are represented as black blocks in freeway)

I
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IV.2.2 Development of a u-k/q-k relationship

The data processing program can also plot u-k/q-k relationship for each final data

files obtained. Two examples are shown in figure 4-4 and figure 4-5. Figure 4-4 shows

the plotting of morning peak hour data collected on 1-35W north bound and figure 4-5

shows the plotting of afternoon peak hour data collected on south bound of 1-35W. A

u-k/q-k curve was driven from all 6 days' measurements to represent the speed-density

relationship for the 1-35W fieeway and used as the new default u-k/q-k curve for

KRONOS.

Nov 8, 1989 Morning Peak Hour Data
Of I-35U North Bound

Speed (Mph) Volumn (Vph)

100

8880

58

20

3888000

2400

1888

120088

680

A

Figure 4-4. u-k/q-k relationship of morning peak
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Nov 2, 89 Afternoon Peak Hour Data
Of I-35U South Bound

Speed (Mph)

100

88

28

Volumn (Vph)

58 188 158 200 258

Densitg (Veh/Mi le/Lane)

Figure 4-5. u-k/q-k relationship of afternoon peak

As shown in figure 4-4 and figure 4-5, the speed-density relationship can be quite

different depending on geometric configuration, time and weather conditions. Therefore,

the method of using a single speed-density curve to simulate the entire freeway section

can really affect the accuracy of simulation results. One of the solution to this problem is

the use of multiple u-k/q-k curves and this is described in section 4.3. The default

u-k/q-k curve driven from data collected is shown in table 4-1 and figure 4-6. Table 4-1

shows the points selected and figure 4-6 shows the curve.
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Points Density Speed Flow

(veh/miles) (Mile/hour) (vehicle/hour)

1 0 67 0

2 10 65 650

3 20 63 1,260

4 30 62 1,860

5 32 61 1,952

6 35 60 2,100

7 36 59 2,124

8 66 36 2,376

9 76 32 2,432

10 98 24 2,352

11 124 18 2,232

12 150 10 1,500

13 160 7 1,120

14 175 3 525

15 186 0 0

Table 4-1. Selected points for Default u-k/q-kk curve



Volumn (Vph)Speed (Mph)

810
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108 1508 20 258

Density (Ueh/Mile/Lane)

Figure 4-6 New default U-k/q-k curve for KRONOS

IV.3 Development of optimal calibration procedure for q-k/u-k relationship

The development of optimal calibration procedure includes the identification of

parameters for calibration, structure design of calibration procedure, and selection of

optimization model.
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IV.3.1 Development of a functional form of Q-K curve

Although the new default u-k/q-k curve is proven to give better results than the

Greenshields mode, the use of discrete points to represent a curve can cause problems in

transition points. For example, a sudden increase or decrease in speed value can be

found when the density change slightly across a selected point on the u-k curve. Also, the

selection of points for constructing an optimal u-k/q-k curve which gives better

simulation results can be very time consuming. To make implementing and testing of

optimal parameter calibration procedure possible, the number of parameters involved

should be limited so that the process can be completed in an acceptable time period. As

section IV.2 indicated, the use of single u-k/q-k curve for simulating entire freeway

section with different geometric configurations can produce inaccurate results. Therefore,

multiple functional u-k/q-k curves were selected for simulation. The parameters

representing the curves are used for optimal calibration.

Another advantage of using a functional form of u-k/q-k curve instead of discrete

form is the faster computation time. For any given density, to find flow or speed using

discrete form of curve would require a search of suitable range from all the points on the

curve. This process used about 20-30 % of the total running time for simulations. The

use of a functional U-k/q-k curve can speed up the simulation process by about 10 %

because there is not need for searching.

Figure 4-7 shows an example of functional u-k/q-k curve used. The functional

u-kcurve is assumed to remain constant at free flow speed over a short range of density

where density is low and uncongested. The functional U-k/q-k curve is defined by a set

of parameters :

i). Ur : This is the free flow speed of a segment.

ii). Q,,1" : The maximum volume flow ever recorded in a segment.

iii). Kr : The critical density where volume is maximum.

iv). Kj,,, : The point of jam density where volume and speed equal to zero.
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Speed (Mph) Volumn (Uph)
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Figure 4-7. Functional Q-K/U-kcurve
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A Q-K/U-kcurve can be defined by four parameters grouped in a vector V:

where: V = (U,, Kr, Q,,,ax, Kj,)

Each segment i of the freeway section has its own u-k/q-kk curve defined by a

vector V . The u-k/q-kk relationship is defined as :

i). Speed - density relationship : The speed-density relationship is represented

by a polynomial :

U(k) = a + bk + ck 2  (5)

Where b, c, d are functions of parameters in vector V:

a = Uf is the free flow speed

b = [Ut (Kjam2 - Kcr 2) -K.im2 Qmax / Kc, ] / d

c = [Ur (Kc, -Kjnm) + K ,, Q ,x / K,] / d

d = K,,, K,- K, KK,,, 2

The parameters a, b, c used in function U(k) are obtained from solving

system of equations :

U(K,,,) = 0 (i)

Q,,:Ix = Kr *[ U(KC,) ] (ii)

U, = U(0) (iii)

Solving three unknown with three equations, the value of a, b and c is

then defined by equations shown above.

ii). Flow - density relationship : Since the relationship of q, k, u can be

represented by q = ku, the flow-density relationship is then driven as:
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Q(k) = k U(k) = ak + bk2 + ck 3  (6)

Besides the use of polynomial (equations (6) and (7)), some other forms of

q-k/u-k equations are also investigated:

i). Exponential function :

U(k) = Uf exp [- 1/a (k / kr)a] (7)

Q(k) = k Ur exp [- 1/a (k / kcr)a] (8)

Where a : is a function of the four parameters in vector V.

ii). Power series function :

U(k) = U,fexp [ 1 -(k / k,,,,)a•b (9)

Q(k) = k U,. exp [ 1 - (k / k.,,,,,] (10)

Where a, b : are functions of the four parameters in vector V.

The performance of optimization results can be vary from different field data

sets for different forms of Q-K/U-k equation. For the test data obtained from freeway

1-35W north bound, the polynomial Q-K/U-kequation gives the best results.

The parameters used to construct the Q-K/U-k curves can be obtained from

analyzing detector readings over a certain period. That means an initial set of U-k/q-k

curves for segments of the freeway section being simulated can be obtained from a traffic

database if detector readings are available. For segments which does not contain any

detectors, the default U-k/q-k curve can be used as the initial curve. The problems of

finding optimal parameters for simulation is now become the problem of finding optimal

parameters of vector V for each segment of the freeway section.
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IV.3.2 Structure of Optimization module

The process of optimal parameter calibration procedure requires the development

of optimization module, error estimation program, driver program and modification of

KRONOS input, simulation and output modules:

i). Optimization module : The optimization module takes the density from

simulation results and Q-K curves used for the simulation to find a better set of

Q-K curves that give minimum error in volume and speed. The output of the

program is a set of optimal Q-K curves. The details of this module is described in

section 4.3.3.

ii). Error estimation program : This program takes average volume and speed

from simulation results of KRONOS and field data to create error tables for

volume and speed. Mean absolute error and mean percentage error of the

simulation results are also provided to determine if further optimization is

required.

iii). Driver program : The driver controls the flow of optimization process,

determine the total iteration and activates the appropriate programs.

iv). Input module : The input module of KRONOS is modified for accepting

multiple Q-K curves and able to load optimal Q-K curves generated from the

optimization module to create new input data set require by the simulation

program for next run.

v). Simulation module : The KRONOS simulation module is modified so that

each segment has its own Q-K curve and the capacity of the segment is

determined by its Q-K curve.
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vi). Output Module : The output module is also modified to accept multiple Q-K

curves and able to convert simulation results of volume, speed and density into

matrix format required by the optimization module and error estimation program.

Parameters of Vi for
each segment and
initial values are
defined hv defahlt
UK
KR

Optir
Find

A

Field D

[Begin j

7

> Input Data
files

> Error Table

End ]

Lull Statement / program function

Start / End

Conditional statement

1- Steps

Input / Output

data files
or results

Figure 4-8 Optimization procedure

Figure 4-8 shows the overview of procedures and structure of the optimal parameter

calibration process. The process starts with the simulation module using default Q-K

L.
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curves or user defined Q-K curves. The simulation results are then converted into matrix

format by the output module. The converted results are used by the error estimation

program to compare with measurements from field data. Error tables of volume and

speed are generated the overall error is used to determine if further improvement is

needed. If the total error rate is small enough, then the program stops. Otherwise it goes

to the optimization module. The optimization module finds a new set of Q-K curves and

the input module creates a new set of input data for next iteration using the new optimal

Q-K curves found. The next iteration now starts with the simulation again.

IV.3.3 Optimization procedure

The system equations used for macroscopic models of KRONOS simulation

program are highly nonlinear. A common approach for parameter identification of

nonlinear systems is the least squares output error method. In our case, absolute mean

percentage error is used as criterion because it requires less computation time and gives

reasonable results. The optimal parameters calibration process can now be formulated

using a set of data measured in time sequence, initial set of parameters used for

simulation and an initial simulation results:

Uj, Q. : Speed and volume of detectors reading recorded in time sequence.

Kj : Simulated density at detector locations in time sequence.

V. : Vector V = (UP, K,, Q,,,:, K ,,,) used as Q-K parameters for segments.

Where i = TI ... Tn: Time sequence, j = S I ... Sn: Sequence of segments

To optimize the parameters set V is now equivalent to the finding of parameters

for V that minimizing the performance criterion:

C(V) = 100 ( 0.5 CQ + 0.5 C, ): Performance criterion
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CQ = Y, ( I Qi - Q(Ki,) I / Qj ) / N: Mean absolute error for volume

CQ = I ( U , - U(K.i) I / U,. ) / N : Mean absolute error for speed

Where : Q(k) and U(k) are equations (5) and (6) respectively.

N = Total number of time sequence x Number of segments

Since there is no direct functional relationship between vector V and performance

criterion C(V), optimization techniques relay on following derivatives of C(V) with

respect to V are not suitable here. In this case, a nonlinear programming search routine

such as the complex algorithm developed by Box can be applied. The complex

algorithm uses a sequential search technique and it has been proven to be effective in

solving problems with nonlinear objective functions subject to nonlinear inequality

constraint. It does not require computation of derivatives and it is simple and fast.

The program is written in C and a listing of all the source codes can be found in

appendix B. What the program basically do are :

i). Loading of initial condition : This includes loading of volume and speed

measured on filed, simulated density and parameters vector V used for that

simulation.

ii). Apply the complex algorithm : Use sequential search technique to find the

global minimum of the performance criterion function. The search is based on the

fact that the initial set of points are randomly scattered throughout the feasible

regio.

iii). Stores optimal parameters : The optimal parameters found by the complex

algorithm are stored in a file so that it can be used for next iteration of

optimization or simulation.
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COMPLEX ALGORITHM

Figure 4-9 shows a flow chart of the optimization module. What the algorithm

does is for a given multivariable, nonlinear function of performance criterion:

C(V) = 100( 0.5 C + 0.5 C,)

subject to nonlinear inequality constraints:

L <= V <= H

where:

i = 1, 2, .... N (Time sequence of simulation)

j = 1, 2, .... M (Number of segments)

L , HI : lower and upper constraints of parameters in V,

CQ, C. : functions of simulated density K,

Maximize objective function : - IC(V)| (Minimize performance criterion)

Procedures of the optimization process are as follows:

i). For each independent variables in all vector V, generate starting points based on

random numbers and constraints:

V. = L + R ( Hi - L ) Where R is a random number of 0 and 1.

ii). Check if selected points satisfy the constraints. If any constraints are violated

by a value of 8 which is defined as 0.00001, the point is moved to a small distance

inside the violated limit.
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iii). The objective function is evaluated at each point. The point gives the lowest

function value is moved to a location at a distance from the centroid of all

remaining points.

Vni + = a(V, -V )+ VC

Where :

n : iteration steps

a : Reflection factor with a value of 1.3 (recommended in [BOX])

Vc = [I (V.i" - Vj "i)] / (Total number of points - 1)

iv). If the new point gives lowest function value on next iteration step, it is moved

to the location with one half the distance to the centroid.

V n =0.5 ( V - V" )

v). Check if the objective function values at each point are within f3 units for y

consecutive iterations. If that is the case then convergence is reached and program

stops. Otherwise it goes back to step 1 for another iteration. The value of

convergence parameter 3 and y are defined as 0.1 and 5.
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Load Field Data and simulation result

Load initial QK curves

Generate initial complex
points

Check Constraint N
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Move Point to a
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of constrints

Evaluate objective function
for all points
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Is the point repeat?
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V

Move point to 1/2 distance
toward the centroid of
all remaining points

Figure 4-9. Flow chart of the optimization program

--Jh.
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IV.3.4 Calibration Results

The simulation results obtained using optimal parameters calibrated are compared

with simulation results of using the default Q-K/U-k curve and real volume/speed data

collected from the test section of freeway. Mean percentage difference (MPD) and mean

absolute error (MAE) are used to evaluate quantitative of the model performance:

Mean Percentage Difference (MPD) :

MPD = E [ 100 * (Measured - Estimated ,) / Estimated ] / N

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) :

MAE = I [Measured - Estimated ] / N

Where N = number of measured points.

Table 4-2 shows the mean errors of simulation results comparing with field data

of 1-35W north bound morning data. Mean errors of simulation results with 5 minutes

interval over 90 minutes simulation time using parameters of default and calibrated Q-K

curves are listed. There are total of 15 detector stations. All of them have real volume

data and 13 of them have speed data.

The simulated volume obtained using default Q-K curves has total MPE of 4.8%.

Although the simulated volume using optimal Q-K parameters has total MPE of 5.4 %,

volume errors are reduced in 9 out of 15 locations (Figure 4-10). Amount those locations

with increased volume errors, only two of them have MPE increased by 4 to 8.5 % (Site

53N and 62N). The two locations are all followed by 3 different types of segments with

no detectors. For segments with detector readings recorded near the upstream and down

stream end of the segment, results are very good (eg. at site 73N, the MPE for volume if

2.5%).
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Default Q-K Curves Optimal Q-K Curves

Site Volume Speed Volume Speed

MAE MPD MAE MPD MAE MPD MAE MPD

86N 10.4 0.5 6.7 12.8 6.4 0.3 2.7 5.5

82N 39.5 2.2 2.6 5 37.1 2 1.6 3.1

78N 120.2 7.2 4.8 10.8 120.4 7.3 3.3 7.1

76N 66.1 4.7 2.7 5 64.8 4.6 1.9 3.6

70N 47.1 2.9 NA NA 51.4 3.2 NA NA

73N 59.1 4 4.2 7.6 56.8 3.9 2.5 4.6

66N 69.6 4.8 3.6 6.7 69.6 4.9 3.2 6

63N 164.7 11.3 22.4 81.8 164.2 11.3 12.9 46

62N 96.1 5.9 NA NA 256.2 14.4 NA NA

61N 93.7 4.5 8.5 17.1 79.9 3.8 2.1 4

60N 88.5 4.9 7.1 14.1 63.1 3.7 2.3 4.8

55N 70.1 3.5 17.3 31.4 66.9 3.3 14.4 26.2

53N 95.2 5.1 11.6 25 178.5 9.2 7 15.4

46N 89.4 5 11.5 21 93.6 5.1 8.3 14.8

42N 71.2 4.5 10.5 17.9 71.8 4.5 8 13.5

35N 71.4 5.1 6.1 13.7 81.3 5.5 9.4 21.2

Average 78.3 4.8 8.5 19.3 91.4 5.4 5.7 12.6

Table 4-2. MPE and MAE of volume and speed
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The simulated speed obtained using default Q-K curves have total MPE of 19.3%,

and the speed results using optimal Q-K parameters have total MPE of 12.6 %. Where

total MPE is reduced by almost 7 %. The MPE for speed are reduced in 12 out of 13

locations (Figure 4-11) except the last segment at the down stream end of freeway

section. The higher error rate in the last segment of freeway was probably caused by the

modeling problem of KRONOS in handing boundary condition'. The MPEs of speed are

reduced from 1.4 %, to 36 %.

It is important to node that the default Q-K curve of KRONOS was calibrated

manually from 1-35W data. Therefore, the simulation results are close to the real data

already. The process of manual calibration was time consuming and painful (It took more

than a month for data processing and parameters calibration). With the help of the optimal

calibration module, such calibration can be done within one hour-. The time consuming

data processing work can be replaced by an integrated traffic databas.

As an example of the simulation results of using optimal Q-K curves, figure 4-12

and 4-13 show the simulated flow and speed compared with real field data taken at site

61N. The simulated volume matched quite closely with the field data and the simulated

speed matched with the measured speed closely in the range from 45 to 55 MPH. The

speed value do not closely match when speed greater than 55 MPH. This problem might

be resolved by using two u-k functions, a straight line when density is small enough and a

polynomial for larger density.

1. The KRONOS program used for testing the optimal calibration module is based on version 6.7 which

does not have improved handling for boundary conditions like the later version.

2. This is estimated on a IBM compatible of 486 machine with 33Mhz of processing speed.
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS

Improving the operating conditions of freeway flow often requires detailed and realistic analysis

of traffic dynamics. Such analyses are needed in comparing alternative geometric configurations,

estimating the effects of improvements, determining the adequacy of traffic management schemes,

assessing the impacts of control strategies, etc. While simulation methods have long been

recognized as a powerful tool to estimate the effects of such management alternatives, the lack of

integration between simulation and database resulted in a time-consuming effort to prepare the

input for simulation, i.e., to gather and analyze the raw data, and prepare and input file. Further,

the current manual procedure to calibrate simulation parameters substantially reduces the time

that otherwise to be directed to analyze the results.

This report summarized the final results to develop a prototype version of an integrated

simulation/database package. First, a framework for an integrated management environment by

combining simulation and database was developed. A prototype version of a graphical freeway

traffic database was then developed by integrating MicrostationPC and ORACLE. Further, the

freeway traffic flow models being used in simulation were enhanced and new algorithms were

developed for various geometric types including the new weaving section with two auxiliary

lanes. Finally, a preliminary study to develop an optimal calibration procedure for the simulation

parameters, i.e., flow-density relationships, was conducted and a prototype version of the

automatic calibration procedure with a non-linear optimization algorithm was developed with the

simplified simulation models.

Future research needs include the enhancement of the current prototype traffic database

to a complete operational tool that can be used for analyzing traffic data. This includes the

expansion of database to include the data from the entire freeway network in Twin Cities,

development of interfaces with other application software, such as statistical packages, and

continuous study to develop an efficient database management system that can handle large

amount of traffic data. While ORACLE was used in this research, more simplified database

management system can be developed to reflect the unique features of traffic database.
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Secondly, the optimal calibration procedure needs to be enhanced to be able to work with

more complicated traffic flow models and to reflect the freeway sections without detector

information. The current optimization algorithm resulted from this study does not update the

parameters of the freeway sections where no detector information is available. For more accurate

calibration of simulation parameters, a procedure needs to be developed to take those sections

into account. Finally, the simulation models need to be extended to treat the flows in the arterials

adjacent to freeways.
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APPENDIX A

ORACLE TABLES

Table 1 FW_NET Contains freeway network
I WK: information.

Attribute Name Data Type Condition Descirption
Fw id Number Not NULL Freeway id used as primary key

and > 0

Fw_name Char (10) Not NULL Name of freeway (eg, I-35W, 1-94)

Direction Char (1) UPPER W/E/N/S (west/east/north/south)
Case.

Start_segment Number NULL Segment ID of the starting segment

End_segment Number NULL Segment ID of the ending segment

Table 1: Fw_netwk - information about freeway network.

ORACLE Format of table 1:

CREATE TABLE fw_netwk

(fw_id NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY CHECK (fwid > 0),

fw_name CHAR(10) NOT NULL,

direction CHAR(1) CHECK (direction = UPPER(direction)),

start_segment NUMBER,

end_segment NUMBER
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Table 2 FWSEG: Geometric information of
freeway segments

Attribute Name Data Type Condition Descirption

Seg id Number Not NULL and > 0 Segmentd ID used as primary
key.

Segname Char (50) DEFAULT NULL Name of Segment (eg. 62 nx).

Seg_type Number 0 < Segtype < 25 Kronos Segment types.

Seg_order Number Not NULL and > 0 Segment ID of the starting
segment.

Fw_id Number Not NULL Segment is Part of the freeway
with fwid in table fw netwk.

Lane Number Not NULL and Number of lanes in the segment.
0 < Lane <= 10 For Lane Drop/Lane Addition

segments, give the number of
lanes at the beginning of
segment.

Length Number Not NULL and > 0 Length of segment in feet.

Num_detectors Number >= 0 Number of detector stations
within the segment.

Speedjimit Number 0 <= S <= 70 Speed limit in MPH of the
segment.

Curve Number Curve >= 0 Curve of the segment if any.
~_______(8,3)

Max_flow Number 0 < Q < 3000*lane Maximum flow ever detected. If
not detector within the segment,

this can be an estimated capacity.
(VPH)

Mslink Number NULL Link to MicroStationPC FW
map.

Table 2. FW_SEG - Geometric information of freeway segments.
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ORACLE Format of Table 2:

CREATE TABLE fw_seg

(seg-idNUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY CHECK (seg_id > 0),

seg_name CHAR(50) DEFAULT NULL,

seg_type NUMBER CHECK ((seg_type > 0) and (seg_type < 25)),

seg_order NUMBER NOT NULL CHECK (seg_order > 0),

fw_id NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_netwk(fw_id),

lane NUMBER NOT NULL CHECK ((lane > 0) and (lane < = 10)),

length NUMBER NOT NULL CHECK (length > 0),

num_detectors NUMBER CHECK (num_detectors >= 0),

speed_limit NUMBER CHECK ((speed_limit > 0) and (speed_limit < 70)),

curve NUMBER(8,3) CHECK (curve > 0),

max_flow NUMBER CHECK ((max_flow > 0) and (max_flow <

3000*lane)),

mslinkNUMBER
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Table 3 DETECTOR: Contains information of Detectors
and Detector Stations.

Attribute Data Condition Descirption
Name Type

Detector# Number Not NULL and > 0 Detector number such as 258, 259. It
is used as primary key of the table.

Type Char(10) UPPER Case. Detector types: QUEUE, DEMAND,
MERGE used for ramps and
MAINLINE, ENTRANCE, EXIT.

State_cord Number State cordinate of detector location.

Location Char(10) Default NULL Description (eg. Grant st.)

Station_name Char(8) Default NULL Name of the station has detector
_____Detector# (eg. 131N, 128N).

Stationnum Number Station_num >= 0 Station number of the station above.

Fw_id Number Not NULL reference to freeway the detector
belongs to.

Seg_id Number Not NULL reference to segment of detector.

Ramp_id Number Not NULL Reference to ramp contains the
detector.

Distance Number Distance >= 0 Distance from the beginning of the
segment to the location of detector.
(in feet)

Max_flow Number Default 0 and >= 0 Maximum flow ever recorded by the
detector. (VPH)

Table 3: detector- information about detectors.
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ORACLE Format of Table 3:

CREATE TABLE detector

(detector# NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY CHECK (detector# > 0),

type

state_cord

location

station_name

station_num

fw_id

segid

ramp_id

distance

max_flow

CHAR(10) CHECK (type = UPPER(type)),

NUMBER,

CHAR(10),

CHAR(8),

NUMBER,

NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_netwk(fw_id),

NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_seg(seg_id),

NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES ramp(ramp_id),

NUMBER CHECK (distance >= 0),

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (max_flow >= 0)
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Table 4 DETREADING : Contains detector readings

Attribute Name Data Type Condition Descirption
Ddate (INDEX 1) Date Not NULL Date of data recorded and use

as primary key of the table.

Time (INDEX 2) Number(4,2) Not NULL and Records HOUR.MIN (24
0.0 <= time <= 24.0 hours format) of the time

period where detector reading
is taken. It is also used as a
primary key of the table.

Detector# Number Not NULL Detector# of the detector
(INDEX 3) where reading is taken.

(primary key)

Volume Number Reading of traffic flow.
(VPH)

Occupancy Number Reading of Occupancy.

Speed Number Reading of Speed (MPH). -
Not available yet.

Condition Number condition = 1 or 0 Has the value of either 1 or 0
to indicate if the detector is
working or failure.

Table 4. det_reading - detector readings.

ORACLE Format of Table 4:

CREATE TABLE detreading

(ddate DATE NOT NULL,

time NUMBER(4,2) NOT NULL CHECK (time >= 0 and time <= 24),

detector# NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES detector(detector#),

volume NUMBER,

occupancy NUMBER,

speed NUMBER,

condition NUMBER CHECK (condition = 1 or condition = 0),

PRIMARY KEY (ddate, time, detector#)

)
tablespace fwtdms PCTFREE 0;
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Table 5 RAMP : Contains information of freeway
junction, entrance and exit ramps.

Attribute Data Condition Descirption
Name Type

Ramp id Number Not NULL A primary key of this table. Unique
for each ramp.

Ramp_name Char(50) Default NULL Description or name of the ramp.
(optional)

Length Number Not NULL and Length of the ramp (feet) from
0 <=Length <= 3000 starting to merging or diverging

point of freeway.

Seg_id Number Not NULL Segment ID which connected to the
ramp.

Lane Number Not NULL and Number of lanes.
0 < lane < 9

Ramp_type Char(10) Default NULL ON or OFF ramp.

Metered Number meter = 1 or 0. Is the ramp metered ? (1 : YES, 0 :
Default 0 NO)

Meter_location Number 0 <= M <= Length distance from beginning of the ramp
to meter.

max_flow Number 0 <= Q <= 3000 * Maximum flow ever detected in the
___ lane ramp.

Table 5: ramp - stores information of ramps..
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ORACLE Format of Table 5:

CREATE TABLE ramp

(ramp_id

ramp_name

length

seg_id

lane

ramp_type

metered

NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

CHAR(50) DEFAULT NULL,

NUMBER NOT NULL CHECK ((length > 0) and (length <

3000)),

NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_seg(seg_id),

NUMBER NOT NULL CHECK ((lane > 0) and (lane < 9)),

CHAR(10) DEFAULT NULL,

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (metered = 1 or metered = 0),

meter_location NUMBER CHECK (meterlocation >= 0 and meter_location <=

length);

max_flow NUMBER CHECK (max_flow >= 0 and max_flow <= lane *

3000)
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Table 6 FWJUNCTION: Contains freeway junction
information.

Attribute Data Condition Descirption
Name Type

Junction# Number Not NULL A unique number to indicate each
junction. (Primary Key)

Junction_name Char(50) Default NULL Name of junction. (eg.
35WS-494W) . This is optional.

Junction_type Char(10) Default NULL Type of junction. (optional)

From_seg_id Number Not NULL Segment ID of segment where
traffic flows in.

To_seg_id Number Not NULL Segment ID of segment where
traffic flows to.

Table 6: fw junction - describes freeway junction.

ORACLE Format of Table 6:

CREATE TABLE fw.junction

(junction# NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

junction_name CHAR(50) DEFAULT NULL,

junction_type CHAR(10) DEFAULT NULL,

fromseg_id NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_seg(segid),

tosegid NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_seg(segid)
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Table 7 CONTROL_POLI Contains freeway control policy
CY: information.

Attribute Data Condition Descirption
Name Type

Policy# Number Not NULL A unique number to indicate
each control policy. (Primary
Key)

Type Char(20) Not NULL, UPPER Type of control policy: METER
case (metering rate), CAPACITY

(capacity restrication)

Rate Number 0 <= rate <= 6000 Metering rate (VPH).

Time_period Number 0<-time_period <= Time period for using the
1440 rate.(MIN)

Max_flow Number 0<=max_flow<= Capacity restriction. (VPH)
___6000_

Table 7: control_policy - freeway ramp control policy information.

ORACLE Format of Table 7:

CREATE TABLE controlpolicy

{policy# NUNBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

type CHAR(20) CHECK (type = UPPER(type)),

rate NUMBER CHECK (rate >= 0 and rate <= 6000),

time_period NUMBER CHECK (time_period >= 0 and time_period

<= 1440),

max_flow NUMBER CHECK (max_flow >= 0 and max_flow

<= 6000)
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Table 8 INCIDENTLOG: Contains Incident information.

Attribute Name Data Type Condition Descirption

Incident# Number Not NULL Primary Key of the table.

Incident_date Date Not NULL Date of incident.

Detection_time Number(4,2) 0.0 <= time <= 24.0 Time when incident detected
in 24 hour format. (eg. 21.30)

Clear_time Number(4.2) 0.0 <= time <= 24.0 Time when incident cleared.
(24 hour format)

Incidenttype Char(1) UPPER case Type of incident as specified
in incident log.

Num_of_car Number Default 0 and >= 0 Number of car involved.

Num_of_truck Number Default 0 and >= 0 Number of truck involved.

Num_of_other Number Default 0 and >= 0 Number of other vehical
involved.

Truck_type Char(l) UPPER case 1-SEMI 2-UNIBODY
A-TANKER B-BOX
C-FLATBED D-DUMP
E-READY MIN

Seg_id Number Not NULL Reference to the segment
where incident occured.

Rampid Number Not NULL Refeence to the ramp where
incident occured.

Milepoint Number Milepoint > 0 Mile point where incident
occured.

Lane_blocked Number 0 < lane <= 12 0-Right shoulder 1,2..5-Lane#
6-Left shoulder 7-Median
8-Auxiliary lane 9-entrance
10-exit 11-H.O.V. lane 12-Off
roadway

Length_blocked Number length >= 0 Length affected. (feet)

Result Char(l) UPPER case N-No impact on traffic
T-affecting traffic (No
congestion)
L-Limited congestion
S-Severe congestion

__ A-Added to existing problem

Traffic__backup Number(4,2) Default 0 and >= 0 traffic backup in miles.
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Video_taped Char( 1) UPPER case and If the incident is videotaped.
only 'Y' or 'N'

Camera Number Video camera Number.

Video_tapejabel Char(60) Default NULL Label of the video tape if the
incident is video taped.

Remarks Char(60) Default NULL

Comments Char(100) Default NULL Problems encounted.

Table 8: incident_log - incident information.

ORACLE Format of Table 8:

CREATE TABLE

(incident#

incident_date

detection_time

clear_time

incidenttype

numofcar

num_of_truck

num of other

trucktype

seg_id

ramp_id

milepoint

lane_blocked

length_blocked

result

incident_log

NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

DATE NOT NULL,

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (detection_time >= 0 and

detection_time<=24),

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (clear_time >= 0 and

clear_time <=24),

CHAR(l) CHECK (incidenttype =

UPPER(incident_type)),

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (num_of_car >= 0),

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (num_of_truck >= 0),

NUMBER DEFAULT 0 CHECK (num_of_other >= 0),

CHAR(l) CHECK (trucktype = UPPER(truck_type)),

NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES fw_seg(seg_id),

NUMBER NOT NULL REFERENCES ramp(rampid),

NUMBER CHECK (milepoint > 0),

NUMBER CHECK (lane_blocked >= 0),

NUMBER CHECK (length_blocked >= 0),

CHAR(l) CHECK (result = UPPER(result)),
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traffic_backup

videotaped

camera

videotapelabel

remarks

comments

NUMBER (4,2) DEFAULT 0 CHECK (traffic_backup

>==0),

CHAR(l) CHECK ((videotaped = UPPER(videotaped))

and ((video_taped = 'Y') or (video_taped = 'N'))),

NUMBER,

CHAR(60) DEFAULT NULL,

CHAR(60) DEFAULT NULL,

CHAR(100) DEFAULT NULL
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Table 9 CALENDER: Contains Holiday, Special event
and weather condition.

Attribute Data Condition Descirption
Name Type

Calender date Date Not NULL Date of the event/holiday/special
weather condition.

Holiday Char(20) UPPER case and Name of the holiday. (optional)
default NULL

Special_event Char(20) UPPER case and Name of the Special event.
default NULL (optional)

Weather Char(l) UPPER case and R-Rain S-Snow I-Ice N-Normal
default NULL (optional)

Comments Char(60) DEFAULT NULL Comments on the date.

Table 9: calender - date of holiday, special event and weather condition.

ORACLE Format of Table 9:

CREATE TABLE calender

(calender_dateDATE NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

holiday CHAR(20) DEFAULT NULL CHECK (holiday =

UPPER(holiday)),

specialevent CHAR(20) DEFAULT NULL CHECK

(special_event = UPPER(special_event)),

weather CHAR(1) DEFAULT NULL CHECK (weather =

UPPER(weather)),

comments CHAR(60) DEFAULT NULL
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Table 10: MSCATA Connect MicrostationPC (USPC) map
LOG: with ORACLE tables. [USPC-G]

Attribute Name Data Type Condition Descirption

Tablename Char(32) Connect USPC map with the Oracle
table that contais mslink attribute. (eg.
fw_seg table)

Entitynum Integer Number of Attribute (entity or column)
of the table.

Screenform Char(64) Not being used here.

Reporttable Char(32) Not being used here.

Dastable Char(32) Not being used here.

Sqlreview Char(240) Not being used here.

Fencefilter Char(240) Not being used here.

Table 10: mscatalog - connect USPC map with ORACLE tables.

ORACLE Format of Tabel 10:

CREATE TABLE mscatalog

(tablename char(32),

entitynum integer,

screenform char(64),

reporttable char(32),

dastable char(32),

sqlreview char(240),

fencefilter char(240)
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